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Nobody ever figures out what life is all about, and it doesn’t matter.
Explore the world.
Nearly everything is really interesting if you go into it deeply enough.

RICHARD FEYNMAN
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Abstract

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is the transition from propri-
etary hardware functions to virtualized counterparts of them within
the telecommunication industry. These virtualized counterparts are
known as Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs) and are the main
building blocks of NFV. The transition started 2012 and is still ongoing,
with research and development moving at a high pace. It is believed
that when using virtualization, both capital and operating expenses
can be lowered as a result of easier deployments, cheaper systems and
networks that can operate more autonomous. This thesis examines if
the current state of NFV can lower the operating expenses while main-
taining quality of service (QoS) high by using current state of the art
machine learning algorithms. More specifically the thesis analyzes the
problem of adaptive autoscaling of virtual machines (VMs) allocated
by the VNFs with deep reinforcement learning (DRL). To analyze the
task, the thesis implements a discrete time model for VNFs with the
purpose of capturing the fundamental characteristics of the scaling op-
eration. It also examines the learning and robustness/generalization
of six state-of-the-art DRL algorithms. The algorithms are examined
since they have fundamental differences in their properties, ranging
from off-policy methods such as DQN to on-policy methods such as
PPO Advantage Actor Critic. The policies are compared to a baseline
P-controller to evaluate the performance with respect to simpler meth-
ods. The result from the model show that DRL needs around 100,000
samples to converge, which in a real setting would represent around
70 days of learning. The thesis also shows that the final policy applied
by the agent does not show considerable improvements over a simple
control algorithm with respect to reward and performance when mul-
tiple experiments with varying loads and configurations are tested.
Due to the lack of data and slow real time systems, with robustness
being an important consideration, the time to convergence required
by a DRL agent is to long for an autoscaling solution to be deployed
in the near future. Therefore, the author can not recommend DRL for
autoscaling in VNFs given the current state of the technology. Instead
the author recommend simpler methods, such as supervised machine
learning or classical control theory.
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Sammanfattning

Network Function Virtualization (NFV) är övergången från propri-
etära hårdvarufunktioner till virtualiserade motsvarigheter av dem inom
telekommunikationsindustrin. Dessa virtualiserade motsvarigheter är
kända som Virtualized Network Functions (VNF) och kan ses som
beståndsdelarna av NFV. Tankar om virtualisering startade 2012 och är
fortfarande pågående, där forskning och utveckling fortskrider i snabb
takt. Förhoppningen är att virtualiseringen ska sänka både kapital-
och driftkostnader till följd av enklare installationer, billigare system
och mer autonoma lösningar. Det här examensarbetet undersöker om
NFV:s nuvarande tillstånd kan sänka driftskostnaderna samtidigt som
kvaliteten på tjänsten (QoS) hålls hög genom att använda maskinin-
lärning. Mer specifikt undersöks Deep Reinforcment Learning (DRL)
och problemet adaptiv autoskalning av virtuella maskiner som an-
vänds av VNF:erna. För att analysera uppgiften implementerar ex-
amensarbetet en diskret model över VNF:s med syftet att fånga de
fundamentala egenskaperna hos skalningsoperationer. Det granskar
också lärandet och robustheten av sex DRL-algoritmer. Algoritmerna
undersöks eftersom de har grundläggande skillnader i deras egen-
skaper, från off-policy-metoder så som DQN till on-policy-metoder så
som PPO Advantage Actor Critic. Algoritmerna jämförs sedan med
en P-regulator för att utvärdera prestanda med hänsyn till enklare
metoder. Resultatet från studien visar att DRL behöver cirka 100 000
interaktioner med modellen för att konvergera, vilket i en verklig miljö
skulle motsvara cirka 70 dagers lärande. Examensarbetet visar också
att de konvergerade algoritmerna inte visar avsevärda förbättringar
över den enkla P-regulatorn när flera experiment med varierande be-
lastningar och konfigurationer testas. På grund av bristen på data
och det långsamma realtidssystem, där robusthet är ett viktigt övervä-
gande, ses tiden för konvergens som krävs av en DRL-agent som ett
stort problem. Därför kan författaren inte rekommendera DRL för au-
toskalning i NFV med tanke på teknikens nuvarande tillstånd. Istället
rekommenderar författaren enklare metoder, såsom supervised ma-
chine learning eller klassisk kontrollteori.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

As the industry of telecommunication is moving at a high pace, with
increasing demands of new features from customers, the ability to
adapt to these demands and implement new customer focused func-
tions has become more important than ever.

Telecommunication systems consists of building blocks known as
network functions (e.g. routing, deep packet inspection and firewalls)
that when chained together in different configurations supports com-
munication, e.g. for smartphones and IoT. These network functions
have been sold by providers such as Ericsson to operators (e.g. Telia
Sonera and AT&T) and used to provide the services to their subscribers.
Traditionally the network functions have been customized, configured
and left at the customer sites as proprietary hardware. Because of this,
the functions have been able to run on optimized hardware, making
them efficient albeit hard to configure and change. Buying the expen-
sive proprietary hardware have resulted in that the capital expenses
for telecommunication networks are high.

Due to these drawbacks, the industry of telecom services is moving
away from traditional and expensive hardware and into the growing
field of cloud computing. A hot topic that is being developed and
adopted more every year is the architecture known as Network Func-
tion Virtualization (NFV). NFV will remove the dependency between
hardware and software for network functions with the use of Virtual-
ized Network Functions (VNF). The goal is to de-couple the develop-
ment cycles of software and hardware with the use of virtualization
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

tools. It is believed that this will result in faster development cycles,
lowered capital expenses (CAPEX) and dynamic utilization of cloud
resources to lower operating expenses (OPEX) [1].

One way to lower OPEX is to manage the VNFs by making both
pro- and re-active actions with respect to the current load (e.g. num-
ber of devices connected) and performance degradation. A pro-active
action can for example be to de-allocate computing resources during
night since the traffic load is lower when the majority of customers
are sleeping. A re-active action can used be to allocate more resources
during an unpredicted peak of load, such as in the case of a catas-
trophic event. To do these changes, the VNF needs to be managed by
some system that allow these actions to be executed, today this man-
agement is mainly done by manual analytics of the data generated by
the VNFs.

Ericsson is one of the biggest telecom equipment manufacturer with
many users connected to hardware and software built and deployed
by them. Due to the large complexity of their systems Ericsson wish to
examine the possibility to use Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) in
their networks to automate the analytics and action selection which is
currently hand-crafted and managed by the engineers and operators.

Reinforcement learning is the study of self-learning agents inter-
acting with an environment modelled as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) [2]. The agent has the objective to learn a good policy with re-
spect to maximizing a reward from the environment. Lately, promis-
ing results have been shown in the fields of reinforcement learning,
much thanks to advances in machine learning and deep learning. One
example is when Google with its deepmind showed how the tradi-
tional board-game "Go" could be mastered when their system RL sys-
tem AlphaGo won over the world champion [3].

The thesis has developed a model of the case of horizontal scaling,
where virtual machines used by the VNF are added or removed. Based
on the model several state-of-the-art DRL agents has been trained and
deployed with the task of keeping quality of service high while lower-
ing operating expenses. The results show that simpler methods such
as control theory yields similar results without the extensive need of
learning from data.
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1.2 Research Question

The thesis will investigate the properties of deep reinforcement learn-
ing applied to VNFs in a NFV architecture for managing horizontal
autoscaling.

The main study is about understanding how well deep reinforce-
ment learning can solve this task with respect to time needed for train-
ing and the robustness of the learned policy. The time needed for
training is a crucial measurement since the VNFs are slow real-time
systems that can be sampled at best every minute. In addition, the
robustness (generalization) must be considered since VNFs will differ
both in configuration and traffic load between different deployments
(customers).

1.3 Related Work

The problem of autoscaling in VNFs have been subject to research be-
fore. In [4] and [5] two different methods are proposed. They dif-
fer in that [5] uses traditional model-free Q-learning to learn a good
scaling policy and [5] implements an autoscaling solution based on
a model of current jobs and available legacy systems subject to the
VNF. Both papers demonstrate good results in comparison to tradi-
tional rule-based autoscaling solutions, however, the results are hard
to compare to each-other or to this thesis since they operate in different
environments. The papers show similarities to the work in this thesis,
whereas [4] also implements RL solution, although not deep, and [5]
also models the problem of autoscaling. The difference between this
thesis and the work in these papers is that this thesis implements deep
reinforcement learning on a model (to learn the model from observa-
tions), instead of regular reinforcement learning [4] or using a model
as a way to select the actions [5]. This thesis therefore focuses more
on the properties of applying DRL to the problem, instead of imple-
menting a solution that would solve the problem in a real setting as
presented in [4] and [5].
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1.4 Overview

Since the thesis investigates the properties of DRL applied on VNFs
the first chapter gives an overview of the properties of VNFs, espe-
cially during horizontal scaling. The thesis continues with two chap-
ters on reinforcement learning with the purpose of understanding the
applied algorithms and how the autoscaling problem can be solved
using DRL.

Based on the theory of both VNF and DRL, a model of the autoscal-
ing problem is described in chapter 5. Six state of the art DRL agents
are then applied to this model with the purpose of learning how to
autoscale.

The agents applied consists of:

• DQN (Deep Q Network)

• DDQN (Double Deep Q Network)

• TRPO with MC (Trust Region Policy Optimization and Monte
Carlo estimation)

• TRPO A2C with GAE (Advantage Actor Critic with Trust Region
Policy Optimization and Generalized Advantage Estimation)

• PPO + MC (Proximal Policy Optimization and Monte Carlo esti-
mation)

• PPO A2C with GAE (Advantage Actor Critic with Proximal Pol-
icy Optimization and Generalized Advantage Estimation)

The results are evaluated in chapter 6 where both learning and ro-
bustness are considering. Chapter 7 then discusses the results from the
experiments and modelling. Lastly, future work and conclusions are
presented in chapter 8.



Chapter 2

Network Function Virtualization

This section is mostly based on [1] which is a comprehensive summary
of the current architecture proposed by The European Telecommuni-
cations Standards Institute (ETSI) and further developed by operators
and manufacturers. In addition to the paper, domain experts at Erics-
son has provided information necessary to describe the scaling opera-
tions and their effect on VNFs.

2.1 Motivation of Virtualization

Due to the high inertia of the current, hardware based, telecommu-
nication systems it is hard for Telecommunication Service Providers
(TSPs) to meet the requirements of customers.

In 2012 a group of TSPs demanded a change in the telecommuni-
cation industry. They believed that a virtualized environment which
allow network functions to be fully or partly virtualized would de-
crease capital expenses (CAPEX) and also allow for a faster develop-
ment pace that could meet the demands of their subscribers. The con-
cept of NFV was born.

ETSI was given responsibility to develop the standards of this new
telecommunication paradigm. In essence, NFV can allow for some
network functions to run entirely in the cloud, de-attached from pro-
prietary hardware solutions. Examples of VNFs that can replace their
hardware based counterparts are virtualized load balancers, firewalls
and session border controls.

Running the network functions in a virtualized environment with
virtual machines on standardized high volume servers, storage and

5



6 CHAPTER 2. NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION

switches would leverage the big market of these components. Which
in turn, due to economics of scale in comparison of proprietary hard-
ware, would lower the CAPEX of deploying new networks.

Besides lowering CAPEX, virtualization is believed to improve the
adaptability of the network, allowing functions to be deployed much
faster and in a way that can vary together with the load that the net-
work is experiencing. Such an adaptability would allow for resources
to be allocated only when needed and therefore lower the operating
expenses (OPEX) such as energy bills and/or leasing cost of cloud
computing resources. This thesis will focus on this aspect of NFV,
mainly how self-learning agents can be deployed with the task of scal-
ing resources used by the functions that are virtualized.

In essence, the motivation of NFV can be summarized as:

1. Decrease dependency between development of software and hard-
ware.

2. Enable faster development of network services, meeting the de-
mands of customers and lowering CAPEX.

3. Adaptability of the functions that could offer reduction in OPEX.

2.2 Management Operations

One big advantage of VNFs are the possibility to change resource con-
sumption based on the load. The objective is to minimize resource
usage without disrupting the quality of service (QoS) provided by the
VNF.

2.2.1 The Scaling Action

The first way is to change the resources allocated by the VNF is to
adapt the memory or computing resources (i.e. RAM and CPU) of
the virtual machines (VMs). When the VMs allocated by the VNF are
changed like this it is known as a vertical scaling operation. Increasing
the capacity is denoted as a scale up and decreasing the capacity is a
scale down. This type of operation is visualized in fig. 2.1.

The second way is to scale in/out the VNF, also known as horizontal
scaling. In this operation the number of VM instances allocated by the
VNF is increased or decreased as illustrated in fig. 2.2. Each VM have
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VM1 VM2 VM3VM1 VM2 VM3 VM1 VM2 VM3

VNF VNF

Scale up

Scale down

Figure 2.1: Vertical scaling where the size (RAM and CPU) of the VMs
are changed, i.e. scaled up or down.

its own CPU and RAM that can be utilized by the VNF. When a scale
in/out operation is executed the VNF will handle re-distribution of
subscribers and configuration of the internal variables for the new set-
up. The result is a momentarily increase of internal load (e.g. CPU and
RAM) on the VNF. This load will differ between different VNFs and is
generally higher in applications that handle calls between subscribers.

The scale in can be done forcefully or gracefully depending on how
fast one wants the operation to be executed. When doing a graceful
scaling the VNF will wait until all on-going call in the VM has been
finished before the scaling is executed. This means that the time until
the scaling operation is performed after a command has been ordered
can vary.

If the scaling is done forcefully the execution of the operation is
done directly and terminates all the on-going calls on that VM. This
can be problematic depending on the types of calls, the extreme case
would be if an emergency call was forcefully terminated.

Once the execution of the command is done the delay until the VM
is actually available will depend on the underlying system. In general
it will take a couple of minutes. In this thesis it has been modelled as
a random variable between 2 and 5 minutes.

This thesis will focus on horizontal scaling only since this operation
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VM1 VM2 VM3 VM1 VM2 VM3

VNF VNF

Scale out

Scale in

Figure 2.2: Horizontal scaling where additional VMs are allocated and
de-allocated. Each VM has its own CPU and RAM resources. During
horizontal scaling the VNF need to do additional load to re-distribute
data and start/shut-down a VM. This method of adjusting resources
allocated by the VNF is evaluated in the thesis.

is currently supported by the NFV framework.
One can divide the management operations required for an au-

toscaling application into two distinct types, pro-active and re-active
operations. Generally we would like autoscaling to be able to adapt
number of VMs proactively so that the needed VMs are available be-
fore they are needed, i.e. scaling out before an predicted increase in
load. At the same time we want the autoscaling to be re-active so that
it reacts to events that it could not predict, such as extraordinary peaks.

2.2.2 Ways to Measure Performance

The ultimate goal of autoscaling is to adapt the allocation of resources
to the current load, i.e. external subscribers using the service, to lower
operating expenses (OPEX) without influencing QoS negative. In the
case of scale out/in actions this can be a double edged problem due
to the fact that re-distribution and configuration of a new set-up will
result in additional load on the VNF. In the case of a short load burst
on the VNF, it might not be beneficial to do a scale out since the effect
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of an increased number of VMs will not attenuate the current increase
of load. Rather the scale out action will make the situation worse and
lower the QoS in comparison to not doing anything. This makes the
autoscaling problem harder to solve since it requires a good planning
and predictive properties in the solution.

In essence, the scale out/in actions must be executed in such a way
that the action it self doesn’t influence QoS negatively while the re-
source allocation is minimized. This is not a trivial optimization prob-
lem since the objectives are conflicting. A high external load, i.e. many
subscribers, during a low VM utilization means that the few number of
VMs need to be shared by a large number of subscribers. This results
in low QoS since the internal load on the VMs are high and therefore
makes the service slower and subject for faults. Therefore, when try-
ing to preserve QoS while lowering the resource utilization to keep
expenses low one need to consider this relation. Optimizing one of the
aspects will have a negative impact on the other. In a reinforcement
learning context this means that the designer needs to find a balance
between penalizing resource utilization while preserving QoS.

One way to do autoscaling is to measure the internal counters within
the VNF and do scaling actions accordingly based on overload indica-
tors, number of users and reported faults within the VNF.

Based on this we can defined a set of measurements that is neces-
sary to accurately describe the performance of autoscaling. They can
be separated into three different categories. These measurements will
differ between VNFs and need to be identified by domain expert for
each VNF in order to construct an autoscaling application, such as a re-
inforcement learning agent. In essence the measurements needed can
be summarized as:

1. Some performance measurement(s) Lext that describes the exter-
nal load, i.e. load that is a result from users connecting to the
VNF. A high load means that many subscribers are connected
and therefore that a high resource utilization is needed to atten-
uate QoS degradation. The value of this measurement will differ
between VNFs and can consist of many different types of mea-
surements, e.g. how many subscribers that are connected and
what services within the VNF they are calling. In the model im-
plemented in this thesis this measurement is idealized as a nor-
malized scalar value between 0 and 1.
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2. Some performance measurement(s) Lint describing the internal
load of the VNF, i.e. internal processes with respect to the allo-
cated resources. Here, a high internal load is similar to that of a
high external load, meaning that a high resource allocation is pre-
ferred to counter QoS degragation. The internal load is strongly
correlated to the external load, but instead of describing exter-
nal events such as subscribers, it gives an indication of the load
within the VMs allocated by the VNF. This means that the inter-
nal load is dependent on both the external load and the resource
allocation. A high external load with a low resource allocation
would therefore result in a very high internal load. In the model
implemented in this thesis, the internal load is modeled as a nor-
malized CPU and RAM measurement, averaged on the allocated
VMs.

3. Some performance measurements(s) PQoS describing degrada-
tion of QoS. A high PQoS therefore means that the QoS is bad
and a low value indicate that the QoS is good. In this thesis this
is modelled as two different types of errors, explained more in
detail later, both normalized between 0 and 1.
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2.2.3 Getting Data from Customers

Since the VNF will be deployed at customer premises, interacting with
various other network functions (both virtualized and hardware based),
and provide the service to their subscribers it is important to gather
data from these customers.

The data can be used to find trends and/or customer specific con-
figuration properties that influence the behaviour of the VNF. One
problem with this approach is that the data is owned by the customer
and not the manufacturer, making the process of gathering raw data
from live networks hard.

Despite this, it was possible to get some data from a Swedish op-
erator to visualize and analyze for this thesis. The data is shown in
fig. 2.3 and give us the pattern of external and internal load of a VNF
deployed during four days. Since no autoscaling applied on this VNF
the maximum number of VMs are allocated during the whole time.
Therefore, signs of QoS problems are not observed. We can however
use the data to see the general behaviour of the external load.

Based on this we can conclude that the pattern is periodical in the
sense that load will go up during mornings and down during nights.
Interestingly the load during weekends have different characteristics
than during weekdays. This difference in characteristics and general
pattern is something that should be learned by a reinforcement learn-
ing agent in order to execute pro-active operations. In addition to the
periodicity of the data we can observe an un-predicted peak, shaded
in red, due to extraordinary events. A reinforcement learning agent
should be able to act re-actively in these situations to attenuate the in-
creased load and avoid degradation in QoS.

The data presented was used to get an insight about how the prob-
lem could be modelled using simple relations between the aforemen-
tioned set of measurements. The collected data was not used for train-
ing any model, but the characteristics was used to validate the trained
model as explained in later chapters.
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Figure 2.3: Example of load from live network. We can clearly see
the different characteristics between weekdays and weekend and also
a peak due to an extraordinary event shaded in red. The extraordi-
nary event was a phone voting for a popular Swedish television show
known as melodifestivalen (European Song Contest).



Chapter 3

Reinforcement Learning

One way of solving the autoscaling problem is to use Deep reinforce-
ment learning (DRL) with the performance measurements generated
by the VNFs as inputs and execute scaling operations based on those
measurements. This thesis has applied six state-of-the-art DRL al-
gorithms to a model of the autoscaling problem. Before we can de-
scribe DRL, which uses artificial neural networks (ANNs), we need to
present some basic RL theory.

Learning

Supervised

Unsupervised Reinforcement

Learning

13
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3.1 Introduction to Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is the study of self-learning and adapt-
able agents making actions towards an environment, with the goal to
maximize the rewards resulting from the actions made. The idea is
similar to how biological systems adapt to their environment and learn
new things from evaluation of actions by signals such as dopamine
and pain.

Informally the problem can be summarized by fig. 3.1 where the
agent take actions (at) in the environment based on the current state
st, reward rt and policy ⇡. The intermediate state (st+1) and reward
(rt+1) are used to evaluate the policy and take the next action at+1.
This is carried out in a closed loop, making the agent-environment-
interaction autonomous.

Agent
⇡

Environment
s, r

st+1, rt+1 at

Figure 3.1: The basic reinforcement learning schema

In essence reinforcement learning is an optimization problem to
maximize the reward over time. The optimization is based on the envi-
ronments states, its influence on the reward and the actions performed
to change the states and the reward.

The design of the reward is considered to be outside of the agents
scope, i.e. the problem formulation is not dependent on how the re-
ward is designed with respect to the environment. This means that
the user of reinforcement learning need to design the reward function
in such a way that the agent behaves as the designer desires as we will
discuss in the next section.

The agent will alternate between exploiting the current knowledge
of the environment to maximize the rewards (take greedy actions), and
search for new ways to act in order to gain new knowledge (exploring
actions). This means that the agent can adapt its policy if the environ-
ment is changing with respect to state-transition dynamics over time.
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3.2 Solving a Task using RL

When one wants to solve a problem, e.g. autoscaling, using RL a num-
ber of considerations with respect to the design of the solution must be
made. The design loop when solving a problem is described in fig. 3.2.

These design choices might be tedious and time consuming but is
important for solving the task.

Formulate task to be solved by RL-agent

e.g. horizontal autoscaling in VNFs

States Reward Agent Training

Stable

Policy
Task solved?

Bottleneck in design

Consider changing:

state selection,

reward function,

agent design,

training framework.

No

Figure 3.2: Based on evaluation of the policy, changes to state selec-
tion, reward function, agent implementation and/or training frame-
work might be needed. In the case of VNFs, which is a slow realtime
system, the implementation may be very time consuming due to time
needed in the training phase.

3.2.1 State Selection

The first thing that needs to be considered is that of choosing observ-
able states from the environment. The states should represent informa-
tion about the task and indicate different aspects of the environment
w.r.t the task. If we for instance consider a simple problem of navigat-
ing a maze towards an end goal the natural state selection would be
the current position in the maze. The states used for our application of
autoscaling should adhere to the requirements presented in the previ-
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ous chapter, i.e. measurements in the classes Lext,Lin,PQoS since we
want to minimize OPEX and maximize the QoS.

3.2.2 Reward Function

The reward function is a fundamental entity that is integral to the rein-
forcement learning problem. Since RL seeks to maximize this quantity
the design of it will have a large impact on what the agent is actually
learning.

The reward should capture the "goodness" of the behaviour/policy
deployed by the agent and is defined as a scalar, e.g. 1 when the action
and state is good and -1 when it is bad.

In essence, the problem boils down to finding a reward function
that captures the desired behaviour, which may be a hard task. Ideally
the environment should have a simple way of describing a good/bad
behaviour or result. In the case of board-games (such as Chess, Backgam-
mon and Go) this is easy, since they offer a clear performance measure
of either winning or loosing. This also makes such tasks good bench-
marks of different RL-algorithms and many research papers are based
on such tasks.

In the case of autoscaling resources in a VNF this means that the
designers of the agents must choose what measurements to use from
each VNF and also design their impact on the reward in such a way
that maximizing this reward solves the task of dynamically allocate
resources to minimize OPEX while keeping the quality of service high.

We can, based on the reward signal, show that the reward is in-
creasing and converge. But we can’t validate, based on the reward,
that the behaviour is actually what we want it to be without evalu-
ating the policy with respect to the task. Since the agent only learn
based on the reward this entity must be formulated in such a way that
maximizing it will lead to good behaviour in the current application,
e.g. keeping high quality of service while minimizing resource utiliza-
tion when doing scaling operations. Finding that reward, which when
maximized solves the task, can be tedious and is an ongoing question
for many fields.

Our application can be seen as especially hard in the design of the
reward since we deal with conflicting objectives. Minimizing OPEX
will in turn make it harder to avoid QoS problems. The designer needs
to find a good weighting between these aspects when designing the
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reward, i.e find the appropriate function that solves the task.

Problems when Only Considering the Reward

In essence, two problems can arise by only looking at the reward sig-
nal. The first problem is if the learning results in a local maximum,
meaning that the reward is stabilized but sub-optimal.

The other, more severe, problem is when the agent finds a good
solution in terms of reward but not in expected behaviour. This was
demonstrated in [6] where an agent learned to play a game found a
way to get maximum points without finishing the game, i.e. exploiting
a software bug. This unwanted behaviour can only be attenuated by
changing the reward. A good example of this, from the real world, is
in the game of Soccer. A special rule, known as off-side, was added
to remove the behaviour of players waiting for the ball high up at the
field. Here the change of rules to remove an unwanted behaviour can
be compared to changing the reward function to remove unwanted
behaviours of the agent.

These two problems can’t be avoided without looking at the actual
behaviour of the agent. In our application, problems in the applied
policy can happen, both in that it is sub-optimal (i.e. not scaling ap-
propriate) or that flaws in the reward design is exploited.

3.2.3 Episodic and Continuous Tasks

There are generally two different types of tasks that is studied and con-
sidered in RL. The first one is the episodic case where each trajectory
of interactions with the environment is considered to have a natural
ending, also known as the terminal state. At the terminal state all rel-
evant reward is considered to have been collected. This approach is
very popular, especially in the case where agents should learn to play
a game or a specific control task where no relevant reward is present
after the task has been finished.

In contrast to episodic tasks we have non-episodic tasks known as
continuous control tasks. These differ in that there is no natural ending
to the task and it’s hard to divide it into episodes with terminal states.

Before we can train an agent to solve a certain task with respect to
the reward we need to define how the task is executed, i.e. if it is done
in episodes or not.
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If we consider our problem of designing a framework where an
agent will learn to scale resources allocated by a VNF it is most natu-
rally described as a continous task since the VNF will be active all the
time. But since the characteristics of the load is periodical and differ-
ent throughout the day we can formulate the problem as an episodic
task with respect to time. If each time-interval have different proper-
ties with respect to load we can consider it to be an episode, where
the reward from that task is de-attached from the rewards in the next
episode. By looking at the graph showing the load from a customer
network (fig. 2.3) we could, for example, divide one day into the episodes
shown in fig. 3.3. Using such an framework could be an success since
it makes it possible to train harder scenarios (such as the morning rush
before work) in a more controlled way.
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Figure 3.3: An example of how the scaling problem with respect to
load could be designed as episodic cases. By dividing the hours of the
day into distinct segments that have different characteristics a segment
can be viewed as a single episode where the agents performance is
evaluated individually for each segment.
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3.3 Mathematical Framework

Once the design of the problem has been considered we can move into
the mathematical framework for solving the RL-problem. The theory
presented in this section is necessary to understand the algorithms ap-
plied and evaluated later in the thesis. Notations and definitions are
based Sutton’s book on reinforcement learning [2].

Symbol Description

⇡(a|s) Policy of action selection given states.
A Finite set of actions.
at Action performed at time t.
S Finite set of states.
st State observed at time t.
p(s0|s, a) Probability of transition s! s0 given a.
r(s, a) Expected reward from performing action a in state s.
rt Reward observed at time t.
p(s0, r|s, a) Markov Decision Process.
� Discount factor 2 [0, 1].
Gt Future discounted reward.
V⇡(s) Expected future discounted reward given state s followed

by policy ⇡.
Q⇡(s, a) Expected future discounted reward given action a in state s

followed by policy ⇡.
A⇡(s, a) Expected advantage in future discounted reward given that

action a is applied in s followed by policy ⇡. Equals 0 if
a ⇠ ⇡.

⇡⇤ Optimal policy.
✏ Probability of choosing random action in ✏-greedy ap-

proach.
� Factor for eligibility traces deciding how much bootstrap-

ping should be applied. � = 0 gives one-step bootstrapping
and � = 1 gives Monte Carlo estimation.

✓ Set of weights defining a function parameterization, e.g. the
weights in a neural network.

Q(s, a;✓) Approximation of Q using function weights ✓.
⇡(a|s,✓) Parameterization of policy distribution using function

weights ✓.
J(✓) Performance measurement of policy parametrization w.r.t

✓.
d⇡(s) On-policy stationary distribution given policy ⇡.

Table 3.1: List of symbols used in this section
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3.3.1 Markov Decision Process

A finite Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a mathematical model of a
system defined as a tuple of 5 values (S,A, p(s0|s, a), r(s, a), �). Where
S is a finite set of states and A is a finite set of actions. The state transi-
tion and rewards are only influenced by the previous state-action pair
as shown in fig. 3.4.

at

st st+1

rt

at+1

st+2

rt+1

Figure 3.4: An illustration of a Markov Decision Process. At each
timestep the state and reward is only dependent on the previous state
and action, hence the name Markov.

The mathematical definition of a MDP is given by eq. (3.1) and
translates to the probability of moving from state s ! s0 and receiv-
ing the reward r given that action a is executed. In an autoscaling
application this could for example resemble the probability of going
from a state describing normal conditions (high reward) to a state de-
scribing an overload condition (low reward) given that a scale in has
been executed.

p(s0, r|s, a) := Pr {st+1 = s0, rt+1 = r|st = s, at = a} . (3.1)

A MDP gives a good starting point in regards to solving and ana-
lyzing the reinforcement learning problem. Even if the real environ-
ment do not adhere to all the requirements it is often a good approx-
imation. In practice the designer tries to adapt the problem so that it
fits with the MDP framework, one good example is where multiple
consecutive pixel frames (observations) was stacked as one state when
DQN was applied on Atari games in [7]. By doing this the Markov
property was strengthen since multiple frames gave an indication of
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objects velocity. In this thesis a similar approach is used in the model
of the autoscaling problem.

3.3.2 Value Functions

Since the agent should execute actions on the environment in a way
that maximize the reward, there has to be some way to evaluate differ-
ent actions and states. This is where value functions are used. One can
think of value functions as a measurement of goodnes given the current
state of the environment and current policy ⇡. In the case of autoscal-
ing this can for example represent the risk of getting into an overload
situation, where quality of service and reward is low, given the current
state and following a policy ⇡.

The value functions are designed to evaluate future reward signals
and weight them by a discount factor �. This weighting is known as
the future discounted reward, Gt, and is given by eq. (3.2).

Gt =
1X

k=0

�krt+k+1 with � 2 [0, 1]. (3.2)

A way to value the current state is therefore to look at the expected
value of this quantity with respect to the current state given that the
agent is taking actions with some policy ⇡. This is known as the State-
value function V⇡(s) and is defined as

V⇡(s) := E⇡ [Gt|st = s] . (3.3)

Another valuable measure is how good the current state and an
action performed in that state is, given that policy ⇡ is followed for the
consecutive states. This is known as the Action-value function, Q⇡(s, a),
given by

Q⇡(s, a) := E⇡ [Gt|st = s, at = a] (3.4)

By combining Q⇡ and V⇡ we can calculate the expected advantage
or disadvantage of taking an action a compared to the action given by
the policy, a⇡ ⇠ ⇡, in state s. This is known as the Advantage function
and is defined by eq. (3.5). Note that this quantity equals 0 if a ⇠ ⇡.

A⇡(s, a) = Q⇡(s, a)� V⇡(s). (3.5)
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Defining these functions allows for a definition of the solution to
the reinforcement learning problem, i.e., finding the optimal policy ⇡⇤
such that it performs better or equal to all other policies in terms of
state-value or action-value functions.

3.4 Dynamic programming

If the MDP is known, the optimal policy ⇡⇤ can be found with dy-
namic programming (DP) [8]. DP is a method where values are cal-
culated/estimated by bootstrapping, i.e. an iterative improvement of
estimates based on previous estimates. As we will discuss later, know-
ing the MDP isn’t always feasible. Despite this, DP is a good start to
understand the reinforcement learning problem and the methods that
solves it by interaction with the environment.

In this section the Policy Iteration method of solving the reinforce-
ment learning problem, based on the MDP, is presented. This can be
extended to a general methodology, also known as Generalized Policy
Iteration (GPI), on which most reinforcement learning methods rely on.

The main idea is that solving the reinforcement learning problem
requires an interaction between evaluation and improvement of the
current policy. All the methods implemented in this thesis has some
common traits with DP and how it solves the reinforcement learning
problem. The main difference is that they learn about the MDP by
experience while DP uses the MDP to calculate the solution with boot-
strapping.

3.4.1 Bellman Optimality Equations

The solution, i.e. optimal policy, is found by calculating the optimal
value functions V⇤ and Q⇤ satisfying the Bellman optimality equaitons:

V⇤(s) = max
a

E [Rt+1 + �V⇤(St+1)|st = s, at = a] (3.6)

= max
a

X

s0,r

p(s0, r|s, a) [r + �V⇤(s
0)] (3.7)

and
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Q⇤(s, a) = E
h
Rt+1 + �max

a0
Q⇤(St+1, a

0)|st = s, at = a
i

(3.8)

=
X

s0,r

p(s0, r|s, a)
h
r + �max

a0
Q⇤(s

0, a0)
i
. (3.9)

First, we need a way to evaluate the value function for a given pol-
icy ⇡ and its corresponding action probability ⇡(a|s). This evaluation
is given by eq. (3.10).

V⇡(s) =
X

a

⇡(a|s)
X

s0,r

p(s0, r|s, a) [r + �V⇡(s
0)] (3.10)

A way to calculate the value of eq. (3.10) is to use Iterative policy
evaluation. It works by updating the value function iteratively for ev-
ery state using eq. (3.12). Given enough iterations in k this value will
converge to eq. (3.10). In practice, it is updated until the value is suffi-
ciently stable.

Vk+1(s) 
X

a

⇡(a|s)
X

s0,r

p(s0, r|s, a) [r + �Vk(s
0)] . (3.11)

=
X

s0,r

p(s0, r|s, ⇡(s)) [r + �V⇡(s
0)] (3.12)

When the value function Vk ⇡ V⇡ is known for a given policy ⇡ it is
possible to look for a new policy, ⇡0, that yields a higher value function
for all states s. This search is known as policy improvement. Here the
MDP is used to determine if there is any action in the current timestep
followed by the original policy ⇡ that yields a higher value function
than following the original policy starting at the current timestep. In
essence it reduces to finding the policy ⇡0 that gives

Q⇡(s, ⇡
0(s)) � V⇡(s), (3.13)

by calculating

⇡0(s) = argmax
a

Q⇡(s, a) (3.14)

= argmax
a

X

s0,r

p(s0, r|s, a) [r + �V⇡(s
0)] , (3.15)

for every state s.
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3.4.2 Policy Iteration

Policy iteration works by alternating between evaluating and improv-
ing the policy, as illustrated in fig. 3.5, until the policy is stable. The
policy is considered stable when policy improvements doesn’t change
the policy, i.e. if ⇡k(s) = ⇡k�1(s).

Given enough iterations, the policy iteration algorithm will con-
verge to the optimal policy [9]. This way of updating an estimated
value based on another estimated value is known as bootstrapping
and is a fundamental property of DP.

⇡2
V⇡1

⇡2
V⇡1
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V⇡1
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V⇡0

⇡1

V⇡1

⇡2

return optimal solution ⇡⇤, V⇡⇤

procedure policy evaluation(⇡0, V⇡0)

while � < ✏ do
� 0

for all states s do

v  V⇡0(s)
V⇡0(s) 

P
s0,r p(s

0, r|s,⇡0(s)) [r + �V⇡0(s
0
)]

� max(�, |v � V⇡0 |)

procedure policy improvement(⇡0, V⇡0)

for all states s do

⇡1(s) argmaxa

P
s0,r p(s

0, r|s, a) [r + �V⇡0(s
0
)]

procedure policy evaluation(⇡1, V⇡1)

procedure policy improvement(⇡1,V⇡1)

until ⇡k = ⇡k�1 = ⇡⇤

Figure 3.5: The Policy Iteration Algorithm finds the optimal solution
to the MDP using dynamic programming. The optimal policy is found
by alternating between policy evaluation and policy improvement until
the policy is stable between the iterations.
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3.5 Learning from Experience

With dynamic programming the optimal policy can be found given
the MDP. However, knowing the MDP is ofthen not feasible. Either
because it is a real environment that is not fully understood or because
the model is to big (e.g. the game Go). In the case of autoscaling VNFs
the agent need to learn from experience since the MDP of these sys-
tems is unknown.

3.5.1 Exploring and Exploiting Experience

Since the agent aims to optimize its behaviour by actually interacting
with the environment, designers must do a trade-off between the agent
acting optimally in the sense of current knowledge and acting with the
purpose of gaining more knowledge.

This is often referred to as the trade-off between exploiting, i.e. act-
ing optimally, and exploring, i.e. gaining knowledge. An essential
property for any agent learning from experience.

Learning the autoscaling task is a good example. Here an agent
might try to scale in during a state of overload as an exploring action.
The result would be a low reward since we generally want many VMs
during high load. The next time the agent encounters an overload a
scale out might instead be applied, resulting in a high reward. Based
on those exploring actions the agent would learn that it is beneficial
to scale out rather than in, thus learning an exploiting action from the
exploration in that state.

Sometimes the exploring action will be better than the exploiting
action and result in learning a better policy. Other times the exploring
might result in a lower reward which will strengthen the current pol-
icy. How the actual learning is done from the exploring actions will
differ if the agent is off- or on-policy

Off/on-policy Learning

Off/on-policy learning is a fundamental difference in how learning is
done for a RL-agent. It can be viewed as two different ways of han-
dling the exploit/explore dilemma that is inherent in any GPI algo-
rithm.
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Pr(a|st)

On-policy, ⇡ (at = a|st) ⇠ N (µ⇡,�⇡)

O↵-policy, b1(at = a|st) ⇠ N (µ⇡ + µb,�⇡)

O↵-policy, b2(at = a|st) ⇠ N (µ⇡ � µb,�⇡)

O↵-policy, b3(at = a|st) ⇠ N (µ⇡,�⇡ � �b3)

O↵-policy, b4(at = a|st) ⇠ N (µ⇡,�⇡ + �b4)

Figure 3.6: An visualization of how a simple policy distribution can
look and how off-policy actions can be drawn. If an action is drawn
from a different distribution than on-policy, e.g. b1, .., b4 and learning
is based on the on-policy distribution (such as the case of Q-learning),
the agent is considered to be off-policy. However, if the learning is
done based on the action that is actually performed, even if they are
from an off-policy distribution, the learning is done on-policy.

DQN and DDQN which is implemented and described later are
both off-policy learning algorithm while PPO and TRPO are on-policy.

In essence, their difference is in what actions the target policy is
learned from. In the case of on-policy learning, the policy that is being
improved, i.e. the target policy, is always applied to the environment
and therefore learned from its own distribution. For off-policy learn-
ing this is not the case, instead the target policy can be evaluated by
a value function that have observations gathered from a distribution b
defining a different behaviour than the target policy.

To visualize the difference between the on and off-policy algorithm
one can look at fig. 3.6. Here, the simplest distribution, a Gaussian,
is used to represent the target policy ⇡. If the learning is done purely
by actions drawn from this distribution then the learning is said to be
on-policy. If a action is drawn from another distribution, for example
b1, .., b4, at any time during learning and the learning is based on the
actions from the target policy ⇡, the agent is considered to be off-policy.

Training off-policy instead of on-policy therefore means that be-
haviour and learning are separated. A methodology that is valued
since it resembles how we humans and other animals learn. Sutton
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believes that freeing the behaviour from learning might be a necessary
step towards true powerful agents [2].

In the application of autoscaling off/on-policy learning may be an
important factor to consider since it determines the data that can be
used for training. If an on-policy algorithm is used and something
changes about the environment (e.g. change of reward function) all
previous learning would be useless. If, on the other hand, an off-policy
algorithm would be used this problem wouldn’t occur since these al-
gorithms allow for data to be gathered from a different policy than
what is being optimized. Since the goal between different customers
may differ with respect to balancing QoS and OPEX one can argue that
an off-policy algorithm is beneficial since they easily can change their
reward function without loosing all previous learning.

The drawback with off-policy methods is that the stability and con-
vergence is a lot harder to prove. Designing good off-policy algorithms
that are sufficiently stable is an ongoing topic for research.

Deciding when to Explore

Two popular approaches to do the actual exploring actions are either
to take random actions or to use a policy distribution where actions
are drawn from.

The random actions can be selected with for example a ✏-greedy ap-
proach. The idea is to, with a small probability ✏, choose a random ac-
tion at each interaction with the environment. And all the other times
act optimal with respect to the current policy, i.e. choose the action
that maximizes expected future discounted rewards Gt.

If, instead, a policy distribution is used, the exploring actions will
be executed if a non-greedy action is drawn from the distribution.

Exploration is crucial in the beginning of training since it will allow
the agent to learn the environment efficiently, but can be troublesome
in systems that rely a lot on the performance of the agent, such as real-
time systems. Our application of autoscaling, where the actions may
influence a lot of subscribers is a case where exploring actions may
result in very bad situations.

In order to cope with this it is common to use an annealing rate on ✏
such that the exploring actions become rarer as learning is progressing.
The DQN and DDQN agents applied to the model in this thesis use
an annealing rate on the exploring, which made learning efficient and
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stable. When it comes to policy distributions, such as the ones used
in TRPO and PPO, the annealing is inherent in the distribution since
learning a policy will increase the probability of sampling a greedy
action, making non-greedy/exploring actions more rare as learning is
progressing.

3.5.2 Monte Carlo Learning

In this subsection the first way of learning from interaction with the en-
vironment is presented. This type of learning is used in two of agents
applied later, namely TRPO and PPO.

Monte Carlo learning is based on a very simple approach: Saving
trajectories of state-action transitions and the rewards from those tran-
sitions. By saving trajectories from the environment or a simulation of
the environment, the future discounted reward for each state and the
action taken in that state be back-tracked and calculated. This corre-
sponds to an evaluation step in the GPI methodology.

Based on many trajectory with state-action pairs under the current
policy ⇡k(s) an approximation of the value function can be calculated.
A policy improvement can then be done based on the greedy actions
from this value-function approximation, similar to how it is done in
policy iteration.

⇡k+1(s) = argmax
a

Q̂(s, a)

A pesudo code of MC-learning, in the context of generalized policy
iteration, is shown in fig. 3.7.

A strength with MC learning is that learning the value of a single
state is independent on how many states there are in the environment.
By ensuring that the agent starts at the given state enough times an
estimate of the value of that state can be calculated.

A weakness is that learning a policy that is good for all states re-
quires many visitations to each state, which may not be feasible for
large state spaces. Another drawback is that a full episode needs to
be executed before any learning can be done which may be a problem
if the episodes are long or if the sampling rate is low as in the case of
autoscaling in VNFs.
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3.5.3 Temporal Difference (TD) Learning

One of the implemented algorithms is DQN which has the fundamen-
tal property of TD-learning.

TD learning can be considered as a method that combines Monte
Carlo learning with Dynamic Programming. It is a method that can
learn directly from experience and at the same time learn from previ-
ous estimated values, i.e. bootstrap.

The main difference between monte carlo and temperal difference
is when the value function is updated and what observations the update
uses. In the case of monte carlo learning the agent must wait for the
full episode to end to know what Gt was during the episode. In the
case of TD-learning the agent continuously update the value function
based on the current estimate of the value function. The estimation
of the current value function is used to calculate a temporal difference
error w.r.t the reward. The TD-error, �t, resembles how much error
there is in the estimation with respect to the actual observation at time
t,

�t = rt + �V (st+1)� V (st)| {z }
�r̂t according to estimation

. (3.16)

One step TD learning (also known as TD(0)) is the simplest version
of TD learning and is given by updating the value function based on
the estimation error from one timestep, i.e.

V (st) = V (st) + ↵ [rt+1 + �V (st+1)� V (st)] (3.17)

Common learning algorithms that uses the TD(0) method is Q-
learning and SARSA. The biggest difference between them is that SARSA
is an on-policy learning algorithm while Q-learning is off-policy.

Q-learning

Q-learning was introduced in [10] and is a learning algorithm where
the state-action-value function Q(s, a) is updated, iteratively based on
the TD-error, and utilized for action selection.

Each iteration the the action at is determined by either exploiting
the current estimation of Q(s, a) or by exploration with for example an
✏-greedy choice. The action at is then applied on the environment and
the corresponding reward rt+1 and state st+1 are observed. Q(s, a) is
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then updated according to eq. (3.18) based on the observation and the
TD-error. Note how the off-policy learning is applied where learning
is based on the maximum a (i.e. greedy action), even if a different
action can be chosen at that timestep.

Q(st, at) Q(st, at) + ↵
h
rt+1 + �max

a

Q(st+1, a)�Q(st, at)
i
. (3.18)

SARSA

SARSA was introduced in [11] and differs from Q-learning in that it
learns from the actual actions applied to the environment. I.e. it learns
on-policy as seen in eq. (3.19).

Q(st, at) Q(st, at) + ↵ [rt+1 + �Q(st+1, at+1)�Q(st, at)] . (3.19)

Figure 3.8 show the pseudo code of TD(0) using SARSA in the con-
text of generalized policy iteration.

3.5.4 Unifying Methodology, n-step TD learning

The conclusion we can draw from the two previous sections regarding
MC and TD(0)-learning is their big difference. Whereas MC waits for
the full episode to terminate before doing any update and TD(0) does
a bootstraped update every timestep.

One of the properties with TRPO/PPO GAE implemented in this
thesis is that they can have both of these properties. This is achieved by
setting a parameter � that decide how much bootstrapping that should
be applied. � specifies something known as eligibility traces which is a
method of applying the unifying algorithm n-step TD efficiently. This
algorithm can both bootstrap and wait for more observations to be
part of the temporal difference error. In the special cases, n = 0 and
n =1 which correspond to � = 0 and � = 1, the n-step TD algorithm
collapses into TD(0) and MC learning respectively.

In fig. 3.9 the n-step TD learning is visualized in the context of gen-
eralized policy iteration where the similarity to both MC-learning and
TD(0) can be seen.
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allocate empty memory D1...T

Q⇡0

⇡1

Q⇡1

⇡2

return optimal solution ⇡⇤, Q⇡⇤

procedure policy evaluation(⇡0, Q⇡0 ,D1...T )

Choose s0 and a0 randomly

Store trajectory D1...T  {s1...T , a1...T , r1...T } from following ⇡0

for each unique pair {s, a} 2 D1...T do

Ĝ the discounted reward following the first occurrence of (s, a)
Append Ĝ to Dreturns(s, a)
Q̂(s, a) avg(Dreturns(s, a))

Q⇡0  Q̂

procedure policy improvement(Q⇡0 ,D1...T )

for all states s 2 D1...T do

⇡1(s) argmaxa Q⇡0(s, a)

procedure policy evaluation(⇡1, Q̂⇡1 ,D1...T )

procedure policy improvement(Q⇡1 , D1...T )

until ⇡k = ⇡k�1 = ⇡⇤

Figure 3.7: Monte Carlo learning visualized in the context of Gener-
alized Policy Iteration. As we can see, this method of learning from
experience has a lot of similarities with Policy Iteration as shown in
fig. 3.5.
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for each episode do

initialize s0 and action a0 from policy derived from Q⇡0(s0, ·)
execute a0 towards environment

observe r1, s1
a1  from policy derived from Q⇡0(s1, ·)

Q⇡0
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⇡2

procedure policy evaluation(s0, a0, r1, s1, a1, Q⇡0)

Q⇡0(s0, a0) Q⇡0(s0, a0) + ↵ [r1 + �Q⇡0(s1, a1)�Q⇡0(s0, a0)]

procedure policy improvement(a1,Q⇡0)

execute a1 towards environment

observe r2, s2
a2  from policy derived from Q⇡0(s2, ·)
Q⇡1(·, ·) Q⇡0(·, ·)

procedure policy evaluation(s1, a1, r2, s2, a2, Q⇡1)

procedure policy improvement(a2,Q⇡1)

Figure 3.8: TD(0) learning visualized in the context of Generalized Pol-
icy Iteration. Here the on-policy SARSA is used to evaluate the value
function and improve the policy with a greedy choice. As we can see,
this method of learning from experience has a lot of similarities with
Policy Iteration as shown in fig. 3.5.
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while ⌧  n
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procedure policy improvement(D, Q⇡k , ⌧)
⌧  ⌧ + 1

a⌧  from policy derived from Q⇡k(s⌧+1, ·)
execute a⌧ towards environment

observe r⌧+1, s⌧+1

store {r⌧+1, s⌧+1, a⌧+1} in D

procedure policy evaluation(D, Q⇡k+1 , ⌧)

procedure policy improvement(D, Q⇡k+1 ,⌧)

Figure 3.9: An overview of the n-step TD learning algorithm in the
context of GPI. Note that the special cases when the episode getting
close to the terminal state is excluded for simplicity. As we can see it
shares similarities with fig. 3.5 where evaluation and improvement is
alternated. When n = 1 this algorithm is equivalent to TD(0) in fig. 3.8
and when n =1 it is equivalent to MC learning as seen in fig. 3.7.
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3.5.5 Function Approximation

So far we have discussed tabular methods, where individual values
for each state and action need to be stored in a table. This approach is
often not feasible in real applications but is required to understand the
properties of the implemented algorithms which instead approximate
these table with functions.

Firstly, the state-action space might be to large, such as in the game
of Go. Using a tabular approach where every value has a dedicated
position in a table is therefore not possible.

Even if we don’t consider all the states and only store the states
that the agent actually encounter, tabular approaches might fail or per-
form poorly due to bad generalization properties from the distinct up-
dates. If we for instance only update one state at a time when it is
encountered, valuable information about nearby states might be lost,
i.e. there is no generalization across the state-action pairs experienced.
So observing a new state that is near another that has been seen before
doesn’t give any benefits in tabular methods, even if they share a lot
of information with regards to the reward shared between them.

Using tabular approaches in our application would for instance
mean that states indicating overload, e.g. high CPU, does not share
any information. E.g. if one observation of CPU is 90 % and another
one 91 % the observations will not share any learning, even if they
obviously represent similar conditions. This is an example of gener-
alization among the observed states and is an important feature for
agents in order to learn a robust representation of a large problem.

A common approach to the flaws of tabular methods is to use func-
tion approximations. One example is that of representing the Q-function
with a function approximation, as in the case of DQN, where the func-
tion is represented by

Q(s, a;✓) ⇡ Q(s, a). (3.20)

Another approach, as discussed in the next section and utilized by
both TRPO and PPO, is to parameterize the policy as a function.

In both cases ✓ 2 Rn is the weight vector which defines the pa-
rameterized function. Traditionally it has been common to use func-
tions with a linear basis since they offer good generalization properties
while also being easy to analyze with respect to convergence. Recently,
with the breakthrough in training artificial neural networks (ANNs), the
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domain of Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has gained traction. All
the algorithms applied in this thesis uses ANNs to encode the learn-
ing from experience and we will look deeper into these in the next
chapter.

3.5.6 Policy Gradient Methods

So far we’ve discussed learning algorithm that uses a value function
to both evaluate and improve a policy using the methodology of gen-
eralized policy iteration.

Another approach in reinforcement learning is to find a represen-
tation of the policy and use this as action selection, instead of relying
on actions from value-functions. This is the basic property of both
TRPO and PPO, described in later sections, which was implemented
and evaluated in the thesis.

Using such a representation of the policy puts the agent in the class
of Policy gradient methods. In these methods the policy is parameterized
as a probability distribution, seen in eq. (3.21), defined by weights ✓.

⇡(a|s,✓) := Pr {at = a|st = s,✓t = ✓} (3.21)

The biggest difference is therefore that a value-function isn’t used
when choosing the action, instead the action-selection is done com-
pletely by the parameterized policy. The problem now boils down to
finding a good way to measure how good the policy really is, so that
it can be improved.

One way of approaching this problem, as explained in [2], is to use
a performance measure of the weights, J(✓), and update the weights
by Stochastic Gradient Ascent (SGA) with a step size ↵ on that measure-
ment

✓t+1 := ✓t + ↵ \rJ(✓). (3.22)

With

E
h
\rJ(✓)

i
⇡ rJ(✓). (3.23)

This resembles the evaluation and improvement steps in general-
ized policy iteration, where the performance measurement will evalu-
ate the current policy, and the gradient ascent will improve it.
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In the context of our application autoscaling the performance mea-
surement acts as an oracle with respect to the actions that has been
executed. If bad scaling actions has been done with respect to the re-
ward, e.g. scaling down in a situation of high load, the performance
measurement will update the weights of the policy in a way that at-
tenuate similar actions in the future.

Finding a Performance Measurement

One way of approaching policy gradient methods is by using the Pol-
icy Gradient Theorem to find the change in performance w.r.t the future
discounted reward given that the parameters for the policy is changed.
This change can be formulated as

rJ(✓) =
X

s

d⇡(s)
X

a

Q⇡(s, a)r✓⇡(a|s,✓). (3.24)

Where d⇡(s) is the on-policy stationary distribution given that pol-
icy ⇡ is followed

d⇡(s) = lim
t�>1

Pr {st = s|s0, ⇡} . (3.25)

The theorem can be re-written according to

rJ(✓) =
X

s

d⇡(s)
X

a

Q⇡(s, a)r✓⇡(a|s,✓)

= E⇡

"
X

a

⇡(a|st,✓)Q⇡(St, a)
r✓⇡(a|st,✓)
⇡(a|st,✓)

#
) {Sampling at from ⇡}

= E⇡


Q⇡(st, at)

r✓⇡(at|St,✓)

⇡(at|st,✓)

�

= E⇡ [Q⇡(st, at)r✓ log ⇡(at|st,✓)] (3.26)

Since r✓ log ⇡(at|st,✓) can be calculated from our parametrization
the problem is reduced to replacing Q⇡(st, at) with a sampleable value.
The most straightforward and easiest way to do this is by using the
REINFORCE [12] algorithm.
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REINFORCE

REINFORCE has many similarities with both TRPO and PPO with the
difference that r✓ log ⇡(at|st,✓) is replaced by a different calculation
explained in detail later. In addition, it can also be viewed as an in-
troduction to Actor Critic Agent which this thesis describes later and
evaluate on the modelled system.

In essence, REINFORCE is a Monte Carlo based on-policy learn-
ing algorithm that uses the policy gradient theorem to evaluate and
improve a policy parametrization. The algorithm weight the policy
update with the discounted future reward calculated from trajectories
in the environment. I.e., Q⇡(st, at) in eq. (3.26) is estimated, after run-
ning the policy on a trajectory [1, . . . , T ] while storing the values of
each transition, with the formula given in eq. (3.27).

Q⇡(st, at) ⇡ Ĝt =
T�tX

i=0

�irt+i, 8 t = [1, . . . , T ]. (3.27)

This is then used to update the parameters in the policy using SGA,
resulting in the following REINFORCE update

✓t+1 = ✓t + ↵Ĝtr✓ log ⇡(at|st,✓). (3.28)

One drawback with this approach is that the estimation of Ĝt may
be very noisy due to the varying results from different actions, result-
ing in updates with a high variance. This can be attenuated by adding
a baseline, b(st), to the estimation. As long as this baseline is not cor-
related with the actions it can have a reducing effect on the variance.

✓t+1 = ✓t + ↵(Ĝt � b(st))r✓ log ⇡(at|st,✓). (3.29)

As we will see later on, this baseline can be further extended to cre-
ate Actor Critic Agents with the use of approximated value functions.



Chapter 4

Deep Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is considered to be deep when artificial neu-
ral networks (ANN) are used to represent the value functions and/or
policy parametrization. Thanks to recent advances in the design and
training of neural networks, deep reinforcement learning has gained
a lot of traction. An early example where ANN solved a reinforce-
ment learning problem is TD-gammon, that successfully learned how
to play the game of backgammon [13].

Another, more recent example, is the self learning network that
achieved human-level game play in multiple atari games [14]. Here,
the agent consisted a network that took raw pixels from the games as
input and estimated the corresponding state-action value function Q.
This type of network was named Deep Q network (DQN) and has been
further developed since it was published.

The most influential breakthrough recently is from 2016 when Al-
phaGo [3] managed to beat the best player in the game of Go. Success-
fully playing Go has been a goal for RL ever since the world-champion
in chess was beaten in 1996 by IBMs software Deep Blue [15]. AlphaGo
efficiently used a combination of value estimation (with ANNs) and
MC roll-outs to decide the best move.

This chapter will start with a section about ANNs and their basic
properties. It will continue with a section about deep reinforcement
learning algorithms, including the algorithms applied in this thesis.
The chapter will end with a description of how these algorithms can
be improved further by using recently published research.

38
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4.1 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

This section will go through the basic properties and theory of neural
networks and follows the notation provided in the deep learning book
written by Goodfellow [16]. Every statement that isn’t explicitly cited
is from the theory presented in this book.

Using ANNs that mimics how the brains neurons works in order
to learn from data is an old idea. Early architectures has been around
since the 1940s and developed since. The first noteable advance was
the unsupervised learning theory Hebbian learning [17]. Later during
the 1960s and onwards Backpropagation, as a method of training the
networks, has been developed with its theoretical ground set in [18]
and a practical algorithm achieved in [19]. Ever since the 1980s more
advances in the field of ANN has been published, including new ar-
chitectures for the networks, e.g. with convolution (good for images)
and recurrency (good for timeseries) properties.

The most substantial breakthrough in recent years was made 2010
when a method of implementing the backpropagation update with a
Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) [20] was presented. The method re-
sult in a large reduction in training time (factor 50). This allowed larger
networks to be implemented and a new era in ANN design started,
with the possibility to learn better representations from bigger data
sets.

4.1.1 Feedforward Neural Networks

The most basic neural network is the Feedforward neural network, also
known as a Multilayer perceptron (MLP). MLP can be viewed as a gen-
eral function approximation for some function f ⇤(·) with the map-
ping f(·;✓). For example could the target function be a classifier y =
f ⇤(x) ⇡ f(x;✓) or, in the context of reinforcement learning, a value
function y = Q⇤(s, a) ⇡ f(s, a;✓).

The basic unit of MLPs is their artificial neurons. The artificial neu-
ron is a mathematical construction that aims to mimic how neurons
activate in the brain. The artificial neuron shown in fig. 4.1 takes a
number of weighted inputs, sums them up with a bias term b and ap-
ply a non-linear activation function g(·) to the sum. The result is a
single output given by eq. (4.1).
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Figure 4.1: The artificial neuron which can be viewed as the basic
building block of artificial neural networks. Based on weighted in-
puts, a bias term and a non-linear activation function g(·) the neuron
computes a single output

The neural network consists of multiple artificial neurons that is
connected in layers. The layers can be divided into the input layer,
hidden layer(s) and the output layer.

The input layer receives x =
�
x1, x2, . . . , xn

�T and forward a weighted
version of it to every neuron in the first hidden layer as shown in
fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: The first layer of the network that takes an input x, weight
it, and forwards it to the first hidden layer.
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Based on the weighted input, k hidden layers apply a chained element-
wise activation

g(k)
⇣
W (k)Tg(k�1)

⇣
. . .

⇣
W (2)Tg(1)

⇣
W (1)Tx+ b(1)

⌘
+ b(2)

⌘
. . .
⌘
+ b(k)

⌘

and forward the activation of the k:th layer to the output layer as illus-
trated in fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Visualization of the chained activation in the hidden layers

The output layer apply the final activation g(o) and produce the out-
put y = f(x;✓). This chain of calculations leading to the final output
is known as a forward pass in the network.
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Figure 4.4: The final layer and activation of the neural network pro-
ducing the output y.

The activation function, g(z), applied by the neurons in the hid-
den layers can differ between networks and even between the layers
within a single network. Generally one wants an activation function
that is differentiable and non-linear.
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Figure 4.5: The three most commonly used activation functions for the
neurons in the hidden layers.

The three most commonly used activation functions is shown in
fig. 4.5. The Logistic Sigmoid g(z) = �(z) and the Hyperbolic tangent
function g(z) = tanh(z) was long the go-to function when it comes
to hidden nodes. But since the simple ReLU activation was applied
with good results it has been the default first choice when designing a
network.

g(z) = max{0, z}

Depending on the application some activation functions may be
preferred over others, it is however hard to specify a general advice
and the process of choosing one is therefore often dependent on trial
and error.

In the implementation of the agents used on the model in this thesis
the ReLU-activation showed to give the good results and was therefore
used for all the ANNs.

4.1.2 Network Structures

Feedforward networks is a good starting point when approximating a
function from data. Sometimes however it might be beneficial to use
structures better suited for the type of data that is analyzed.

Two types of data that is very common in the real world are images
and timeseries. Timeseries can be anything from sensordata to speech
and with the characteristics that the data is dependent in time. A com-
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mon approach to use this dependency in neural networks is to deploy
a network structure that is recurrent. This is known as a recurrent neu-
ral network (RNN) and was first proposed in [21] and has since been
developed with for example the popular structure of LSTM [22]. The
main traits with RNN is that the nodes have more connections and
that node activations are directed backwards to nodes in earlier lay-
ers. This means that RNN is a more general form of ANNs then MLPs
since the RNN becomes a normal feedforward network if the weights
of the feedback is zero.

Another way to adapt the network to specific data is Convolutional
neural networks (CNN) [23]. CNNs is composed of three different
types of layers (convolutional, pooling and fully connected) which when
combined finds features in image data efficiently. The main traits with
CNNs is that it takes the spatial relation of the image data into consid-
eration.

4.1.3 Training the Network

By setting the weights between the neurons one can adapt how the in-
put will be transformed by the neurons between the input and output.
Training a network translates to finding ways to adapt the weights so
that the generated output is getting closer to the function that the net-
work should approximate.

Loss Function

As mentioned, the goal with the network is to approximate some func-
tion y = f(x;✓) by changing the weights appropriately. To learn we
therefore need to define some measurement of success.

This measurement is known as a loss or cost function and when
training a neural network we want to minimize this quantity. One
common way to measure this is to calculate the squared error between
the approximation and some ground truth, such as labels or measure-
ments

e = f(x;✓)� y

L(f(x;✓),y) = e · eT (4.2)

This approach is used when training DQN where the one step TD
error is squared and used as a loss function for the Q-network.
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Backpropagation

Back-propagation [19] is the general idea of finding the derivative of
the loss function with respect to the weights. The method consists
of two phases, first a forward-pass computes the loss function with
some weights ✓. It is then followed by a backwards-pass with the goal
of approximating the individual contribution from each weight on the
loss function. Based on this a gradient on the loss function w.r.t the
weights can be approximated and used to change the weights in a way
that minimizes the loss function.

Using Batches of Data

It is often preferable to update the weights with more than one data-
point since individual gradients of datapoints have a large variance.
To attentuate this it is common to use batches of data for the updates.

Varying the batch size has a number of implications. A large batch
size means that the gradient is better estimated, but requires more
computing power and therefore takes more time. Using a small batch
size has some regularization effects, but training will become slow
since a smaller learning rate is needed to attenuate the increased vari-
ance in the estimates.

The designer therefore need to find an appropriate trade-off when
choosing the batch size used during training.

Stochastic Gradient Descent

Based on the approximated gradient of the loss function one can use
stochastic gradient descent to update the weights in a way that min-
imizes the loss. The pseudo code for stochastic gradient descent is
given in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 One update with SGD with inspiration from [16]
1: Given network parameters ✓k, training data D and learning rate

✏k
2: Sample minibatch B =

��
x(1),y(1)

�
, . . . ,

�
x(n),y(n)

� 
from D

3: // Compute an estimate of the gradient by averaging on the batch
4: ĝ  1

n

P
n

i=1r✓k
L
�
f(x(i);✓k),y(i)

�

5: // Take the updating step
6: ✓k+1 = ✓k � ✏kĝ
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Resilient Back propagation

One of the algorithms presented in the next section is Neural fitted Q-
iteration (NFQ). This algorithm is a pre-successor to both DQN and
DDQN which is implemented in this thesis. In NFQ the algorithm
Resillient Back propagation (RPROP) [24] is used to approximate the
gradient of the TD-error w.r.t the network weights ✓.

The main traits with RPROP is its efficiency/speed to perform back-
propagation on large data batches.

Adam Stepsize Optimizer

In [25] the Adam step size optimizer was introduced.
The Adam step size optimizer works similar to standard stochastic

gradient descent/ascent but with an adaptive step size. This means
that the update of the weights based on the gradient adapts to the
characteristics of the gradient. More specifically, the Adam optimizes
the step size based on estimates of first and second moment of the
gradient. This leads to lower risk of getting stuck in a local optimum
when updating the weights.

Chosing Optimizer

Due to the highly non-convex problem of optimizing the weights in
a neural network the choice of optimizer plays an important role to
achieve good learning properties. Finding the right optimizer and tun-
ing of it can be the difference between getting stuck in a local minima
or not, and can also have a large effect on the number of iterations that
is needed before convergence to a good solution.

In this thesis, the Adam step optimizer showed good results and
was used in the implementation of DQN, DDQN, PPO and TRPO/PPO
A2C.
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4.2 Deep Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

In this section we will go through a number of DRL algorithms with
different properties. They all use neural networks to approximate some
aspect of the RL-problem and learn based on observations from the en-
vironment. They differ with respect to learning properties (TD(0)/MC)
and how they apply learning (on/off-policy). Table 4.2 lists the sym-
bols used in this section and an overview of the described algorithms
can be seen in table 4.1.

Algorithm Method Off/on-policy Description

NFQ TD(0) Off-policy Approximate the Q-function using a
neural network and RPROP on expe-
rience.

DQN TD(0) Off-policy Sample minibatches of experience
and sync learning to target network
for stability.

DDQN TD(0) Off-policy Stabilize further by evaluating two
networks during learning.

TRPO TD(1) On-policy Update a policy network with limited
step-size by solving a constrained op-
timization problem.

PPO TD(1) On-policy Clip probability ratio to limit step size
instead of solving the contrained pol-
icy optimization problem.

A2C TD(�) On-policy Actor (e.g. PPO/TRPO) with approx-
imated value function (e.g. GAE).

A3C TD(�) On-policy Parallelize the environment with
asynchronous updates from A2C
workers.

ES Black box On-policy Approximate gradient on policy
weights by returns from agent-
environment interaction modelled as
a black box.

Async ES Black box On-policy Parallelize the environment and ap-
proximate the gradient based on re-
turns from workers.

Table 4.1: Overview of DRL algorithms presented and how they relate
to each other. Algorithms in bold are evaluated for the autoscaling
task later in this thesis.
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Symbol Description

Q(s, a;✓) Approximation of Q-function using a neu-
ral network with weights ✓.

LDQN(·, ·;✓) Loss function to minimize w.r.t ✓ when
training a DQN agent.

⇡(a|s,✓) Representation of policy probability distri-
bution of action a in state s given neural
network weights ✓.

LTRPO�A(✓) Loss function to maximize w.r.t ✓ when
training a TRPO agent with Monte Carlo
trajectories.

LPPO�A(✓) Loss function to maximize w.r.t ✓ when
training a PPO agent with Monte Carlo tra-
jectories.

LTRPO�AC(✓) Loss function to maximize w.r.t ✓ when
training an Advantage Actor Critic agent
with TRPO and GAE

LPPO�AC(✓) Loss function to maximize w.r.t ✓ when
training an Advantage Actor Critic agent
with PPO and GAE

Q⇡old
(·, ·) Future discounted reward (Q) given ac-

tions sampled from old policy.
KL(⇡(·|s,✓), ⇡(·|s,✓old)) Kullback-Leibler divergence measurement

between current and old policy distribu-
tion.

Ĝt Future discounted reward calculated from
Monte Carlo trajectory.

V (st;w) Critic as representation of the value func-
tion using a neural network with weights
w.

ÂGAE(�)
t Estimation of advantage function using

GAE with eligibility tracy �.
�t Temporal difference (TD) error at time t.

Table 4.2: List of symbols used in this section
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4.2.1 Neural Fitted Q (NFQ) Iteration

DQN and DDQN, both applied to the autoscaling model in this thesis,
can be viewed as evolution’s of the NFQ-algorithm proposed in [26].

NFQ is a method that uses a ANN to estimate the Q-value func-
tion, as illustrated in fig. 4.6. The learning is very similar to standard
Q-learning where the Q-values are updated iteratively when stepping
through the environment. But, instead of repeatedly updating the neu-
ral network based on the error from each state-action transition, the
transitions are stored in a batch together with previous seen transi-
tions. The ANN is then training on the whole batch using RPROP,
which avoid issues regarding generalization from doing individual
updates.

NFQ can either be used purely off-line, meaning that the Q-value
function are pre-trained based on previous interaction with the envi-
ronment, or as a semi-online training method where the batch is con-
tinuously extended and used during training.

A problem with using RPROP for updating the Q-function on-line
is that the computational cost of this update is proportional the amount
of data, which means that it does not scale well when the numbers of
observed transitions increase.

s

a
Q(s, a;✓)

Hidden
layer

Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

✓(1)
ij

✓2
ij ✓(3)

ij

Figure 4.6: The NFQ [26] algorithms approximates the Q-function us-
ing an artificial neural network. The weights are trained using RPROP
on all the stored transitions from the environment.
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4.2.2 Deep Q-Network (DQN)

Instead of using RPROP on the whole batch, which results in scalabil-
ity issues, DQN [7] [14] proposes that the update of the network can be
done by stochastic gradient descent on smaller batches sampled from
stored observations.

In the paper three distinct changes are made to the previously de-
veloped NFQ, namely:

1. Use of Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as update method for
network weigths.

2. Sampling of random minibatches of transitions for updates, a
method they call experience replay.

3. Using two networks, a target network Q(s, t; ✓̂) and an evaluat-
ing network Q(s, t;✓) during learning.

The use of two networks gives the advantage of stabilizing the
learning. Here, one network is used for updating the weights and the
other one is used for evaluating the value as seen in eq. (4.3). The tar-
get network Q(s, t; ✓̂) is set to the evaluating network Q(s, t;✓) every
C timesteps and held constant in between. During the steps between
syncing the network weights, Q(s, t;✓) is updated using experience
replay and SGD1.

LDQN(st, at;✓) = (rt + �max
a

Q(st+1, a; ✓̂)�Q(st, at;✓))
2 (4.3)

The paper showed how such an approach could solve difficult tasks
by demonstrating super human capabilities in learning to play a num-
ber of Atari games. I the implementation DQN used the raw pixels
from the games and approximated the Q-value function with a convo-
lutional neural network. Without changing hyperparameters or any
feature extraction relevant to solving each game, they demonstrated
that the algorithm can learn directly from data in many different types
of games.

1Or, as used in this thesis, Adam optimization
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4.2.3 Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO)

In [27] a practical algorithm, based on the theoretical results from [28],
was proposed and named Trust Region Policy Optimization. The main
idea is to measure the change in performance by trajectories T in the
environment, similar to REINFORCE. But instead of finding the deriva-
tive and using SGA to update the weights they are updated by solving
an optimization problem with constraints to limit the step size. The
paper demonstrated how TRPO could be used to learn state-of-the-art
policies on a number of continous control tasks.

The optimization problem is formulated in eq. (4.4) where a weighted
probability ratio between the current policy and a change in that policy
w.r.t ✓ is maximized under the constraint.

TRPO learns by increasing the probability of sampling the good ac-
tions, that gave a high weight (high reward), by changing ✓ in that
maximizing direction.

maximize
✓

LTRPO-A
t

(✓) = Êt

⇢
⇡(at|st,✓)

⇡(at|st,✓old)
Q⇡old(st, at)

�

=
1

T

TX

⌧=1

⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ,✓)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ,✓old)

Q̂⇡old(s⌧ , a⌧ )

s.t Êt {KL(⇡(·|st,✓), ⇡(·|st,✓old))}  ↵ (4.4)

The constraint is based on the Kullback–Leibler divergence measure-
ment which gives an indication of how much the two probability dis-
tributions differ [29]. By limiting this difference with a parameter ↵
TRPO ensures that big steps in policy changes are avoided. This way
↵ can be viewed as the stepsize in the policy improvements. A small
↵ results in that TRPO only do small updates to the policy each opti-
mization step.

One way to approximate Q̂⇡old(st, at) is to calculate the future dis-
counted reward, Ĝt , from a trajectory experienced by the agent during
interaction with the environment, i.e., monte carlo trajectories.

The pseudo code for TRPO with Monte Carlo trajectories is shown
in algorithm 2 where the details about how the optimization problem
is solved is excluded.
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Algorithm 2 TRPO with Monte Carlo Trajectories
1: Initialize the ⇡-network as Actor with weights ✓
2: Initialize memory D
3: for episode = [1, . . . ,M ] do

4: Sample initial state s1 from environment
5: while st 6= terminal do

6: //Save transitions from T steps with old policy
7: for t = [1, . . . , T ] do

8: Sample at from ⇡(·|st;✓)
9: Execute at and store {st+1, rt} in D

10: end for

11: // MC Estimate of future discounted reward
12: for t = [1, . . . , T ] do

13: Ĝt =
P

T�t

i=0 �irt+i

14: end for

15: //Update policy network

16: ✓new =

"
argmax✓0

1
T

P
T

⌧=1
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) Ĝ⌧

s.t
⇣

1
T

P
T

⌧=1 DKL (⇡(·|s⌧ ,✓0), ⇡(·|s⌧ ,✓))
⌘
 ↵

#

17: end while

18: end for
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4.2.4 Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)

In [30] a new type of policy gradient method that uses a neural net-
work to represent its policy is proposed. The algorithm is called Prox-
imal Policy Optimization and follows the same logic as TRPO but is
easier to understand and implement.

Instead of optimizing the function in eq. (4.4) and limiting the step
size with the KL-divergence measurement between two policies, PPO
optimizes a surrogate function that clips the ratio between the old and
new policy so that the difference measured in ratio is attenuated. The
clipping ratio ✏ decides how much attenuation of the ratio that should
be applied.

By forming the objective function in eq. (4.5) and approximating
the expected value over a trajectory in the environment, standard tech-
niques for optimizing a loss function can be used, such as stochastic
gradient ascent or adam optimization.

This method of finding a stable update of the policy is a lot easier
to implement than solving the constrained optimization problem in
eq. (4.4) and the paper demonstrated that PPO had better results and
a better sample efficiency (faster convergence).

LPPO-A
t

(✓) = Êt

8
<

:

8
<

:
min

⇣
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) , 1 + ✏

⌘
Q⇡old(st, at), if Q⇡old(st, at) > 0

max
⇣

⇡(at|st;✓0)
⇡(at|st;✓) , 1� ✏

⌘
Q⇡old(st, at), else

9
=

;

=
1

T

TX

⌧=1

8
<

:
min

⇣
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) , 1 + ✏

⌘
Q̂⇡old(s⌧ , a⌧ ), if Q̂⇡old(s⌧ , a⌧ ) > 0

max
⇣

⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) , 1� ✏

⌘
Q̂⇡old(s⌧ , a⌧ ), else

(4.5)

The psuedo code for PPO with Monte Carlo trajectories is shown
in algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 PPO with Monte Carlo Trajectories
1: Initialize the ⇡-network as Actor with weights ✓
2: Initialize memory D
3: for episode = [1, . . . ,M ] do

4: Sample initial state s1 from environment
5: while st 6= terminal do

6: //Save transitions from T steps with old policy
7: for t = [1, . . . , T ] do

8: Sample at from ⇡(·|st;✓)
9: Execute at and store {st+1, rt} in D

10: end for

11: // MC Estimate of future discounted reward
12: for t = [1, . . . , T ] do

13: Ĝt =
P

T�t

i=0 �irt+i

14: end for

15: //Update policy network

16: L⇡(✓0) = 1
T

P
T

⌧=1

8
<

:
min

⇣
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) , 1 + ✏

⌘
Q̂⌧ , if Q̂⌧ > 0

max
⇣

⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) , 1� ✏

⌘
Q̂⌧ , else

17: Perform a maximizing step in ✓ on L⇡(✓0) (?)
18: end while

19: end for

20: (?) = e.g. with Stochastic gradient acsent or Adam Optimization
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4.2.5 Actor Critic Algorithms

In [31] a way to combine value function estimation with a parametriza-
tion of the policy is proposed. Here the agent consists of an Actor,
i.e. the action selection made by a parameterized policy, and a Critic
that estimates the value function. Actor Critic agents works similar to
Reinforce with a baseline as discussed in section 3.5.6 with the main
difference that the baseline is a bootstrapped estimation of the value
function. Another important aspect with Actor critic agents is that
the actor should be updated based on the bootstrapped estimation of
critic. The fundamental architecture is shown in section 4.2.5.

Just as REINFORCE with a baseline the Critic in Actor critic archi-
tectures can reduce the variance of the policy performance estimates,
making convergence to the solution faster.

As we will discuss in the next section this methodology can be fur-
ther extended to create Advantage Actor Critics (A2C) which was ap-
plied to the model in this thesis.

Actor,
⇡(at|st;✓)

Critic,
V (st;w)

Environment

at

rtst

TD-error

Figure 4.7: Illustration of the Actor-critic architecture with inspiration
from [32]. Here, the Actor is updated through a bootstraped TD-error
based on the Critics estimate. The Critic is updated using the same
type of TD-error bootstraped by its own estimate. Using an Critic in
the update of the Actor can have a reducing effect on the variance and
speed up training.
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4.2.6 Evolutionary Strategies

A different approach to the reinforcement learning problem is that
of Evolutionary Strategies (ES). ES is an optimization technique pro-
posed in [33] that searches a parameter space for a good solution by
evolutionary principles.

Instead of modelling the RL-problem as a MDP with actions and
states, ES algorithms view the problem as a black box with respect to
the policy. Given an input (weights of networks used by the agent)
and output (rewards) the ES algorithms aims to change the weights
(input) so that the output (reward) is maximized.

The problem reduces to finding a strategy that changes the weights.
As we will discuss later this simple approach of analyzing inputs and
outputs makes the computational cost per interaction with the envi-
ronment lower, meaning that it is less costly to search the parameter
space for good solutions.

In figure fig. 4.8 the evolutionary strategy is illustrated where the
update is based on the return F (✓i) from multiple roll-outs with dif-
ferent random permutations of the policy weights.

Actor

⇡(ant:T |snt:T ;✓
n
)

F(✓n)

Environment

Evolutionary Update
✓  ✓ + ↵ 1

n�

Pn
i=1

F (✓i)✏i

ant:Tsnt:T

P
t r

n
t:T

✓1:n = ✓ + �✏1:n
✏1:n ⇠ N (0, I)

F(✓1:n)

Black box

Figure 4.8: Given input (weights) and outputs (reward) the evolution-
ary updates adapts the policy weights by considering the output from
n roll-outs in the environment with different variations on the weights.
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4.3 Improvements to DRL Algorithms

In this section we will go through some improvements to the algo-
rithms presented. Based on these improvements the improvements
DDQN and PPO/TRPO A2C was applied and evaluated on the model
in this thesis.

4.3.1 DDQN and Rainbow DQN

Ever since DQN was proposed many new improvements of it has been
developed that shows better learning properties. The most influential
improvements are the Double DQN (DDQN) [34], prioritized experienced
replay [35] and Dueling networks [36].

In [37] all the latest improvements to DQN are combined to a uni-
fied algorithm named Rainbow DQN which shows substantially better
results than any of the improvements alone.

Based on these improvements, DDQN is the simplest one to imple-
ment since it only requires a small change to the loss function as shown
in eq. (4.6). The authors showed that DDQN reduces overestimations
of certain action-values in comparison to standard DQN.

Pseudocode for both DQN and DDQN with experience replay is
shown in algorithm 4.

LDDQN(st, at;✓) = (rt+ �Q(st+1, argmax
a

Q(st+1, a;✓); ✓̂)�Q(st, at;✓))
2

(4.6)
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Algorithm 4 DQN/DDQN with inspiration from [14], [34]
1: Initialize memory D
2: Initialize Q-network with random weights ✓
3: Initialize the target Q-network with weights ✓0 = ✓
4: for episode = [1, . . . ,M ] do

5: Sample initial state s1 from environment
6: for t = [1, T ] do

7: //Execute action with ✏-greedy approach

8: at =

(
random action with probability ✏

argmax
a
Q(st, a;✓) else

9: Execute at on the environment and observe rt, st+1

10: Store transition {st, at, rt, st+1} in D
11: //Update network with experience replay
12: Sample minibatch B =

n⇣
s(1)⌧ , a(1)⌧ , r(1)⌧ , s(1)

⌧+1

⌘
, . . . ,

⇣
s(n)⌧ , a(n)⌧ , r(n)⌧ , s(n)

⌧+1

⌘o

13: y(i) =

8
>><

>>:

r(i)⌧ if s(i)
⌧+1 = terminal

r(i)⌧ + �maxa Q
⇣
s(i)
⌧+1, a; ✓̂

⌘
else if DQN

r(i)⌧ + �Q
⇣
s(i)
⌧+1, argmax

a
Q
⇣
s(i)
⌧+1, a;✓

⌘
; ✓̂
⌘

else if DDQN

14: e =
�
y(1) . . . y(n)

�
�
⇣
Q
⇣
s(1)⌧ , a(1)⌧ ;✓

⌘
. . . Q

⇣
s(n)⌧ , a(n)⌧ ;✓

⌘⌘

15: L(✓) = e · eT

16: Perform a minimizing step in ✓ on L(✓) (?)
17: //Reset target network
18: if ((episode� 1)T + t) % C = 0 then

19: ✓̂ = ✓
20: end if

21: end for

22: end for

23: (?) = e.g. with Stochastic gradient descent or Adam optimization
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4.3.2 Advantage Actor Critic (A2C) with GAE(�)

In [38] Generalized Advantage Estimation GAE(�) was proposed as a
method to approximate the advantage function. It works by storing a
trajectory T executed in the environment and calculate an estimation
of the advantage function as

ÂGAE(�)
t =

TX

⌧=0

(��)⌧�t+⌧ (4.7)

Where

�t = rt + �V (st+1;w)� V (st;w) (4.8)

Here V (·) is an representation of the value function using a neural
network.

The parameter � 2 [0, 1] resembles the same thing as in TD(�), i.e.
the use of an eligibility trace. It can be tuned to get the desired learning
properties, where a high � means that more weight is considered on
the trajectory and less on bootstrapping. The paper recommend that

0.9 < � < 0.99

i.e. a estimation more towards Monte Carlo than purely on-line boot-
strapping (TD(0)).

With the GAE estimate we can implement both TRPO and PPO as
Actor Critic algorithms by replacing Q⇡old(st, at) with

A⇡old(st, at) ⇡ ÂGAE(�)
⇡old

(st, at).

When using the advantage function in such a way we get methods
known as Advantage Actor Critic algorithms (A2C) and the optimiza-
tion problems for TRPO and PPO changes to eq. (4.9) and eq. (4.10)
respectively.

maximize
✓

LTRPO-AC
t

(✓) = Êt

⇢
⇡(at|st,✓)

⇡(at|st,✓old)
A⇡old(st, at)

�

=
1

T

TX

⌧=1

⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ,✓)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ,✓old)

ÂGAE(�)
⇡old

(s⌧ , a⌧ )

s.t Êt {KL(⇡(·|st,✓), ⇡(·|st,✓old))}  ↵ (4.9)
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LPPO-A
t

(✓) = Êt

8
<

:

8
<

:
min

⇣
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) , 1 + ✏

⌘
A⇡old(st, at), if A⇡old(st, at) > 0

max
⇣

⇡(at|st;✓0)
⇡(at|st;✓) , 1� ✏

⌘
A⇡old(st, at), else

9
=

;

=
1

T

TX

⌧=1

8
<

:
min

⇣
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) , 1 + ✏

⌘
ÂGAE(�)

⇡old (s⌧ , a⌧ ), if ÂGAE(�)
⇡old (s⌧ , a⌧ ) > 0

max
⇣

⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) , 1� ✏

⌘
ÂGAE(�)

⇡old (s⌧ , a⌧ ), else

(4.10)

The pseudo-code for PPO A2C with GAE is shown in algorithm 5

Algorithm 5 PPO Advantage Actor-Critic with GAE(�)
1: Initialize V-network as Critic with weights w
2: Initialize the ⇡-network as Actor with weights ✓
3: Initialize memory D
4: for episode = [1, . . . ,M ] do

5: Sample initial state s1 from environment
6: while st 6= terminal do

7: //Save transitions from T steps with old policy
8: for t = [1, . . . , T ] do

9: Sample at from ⇡(·|st;✓)
10: Execute at and store {st+1, rt} in D
11: end for

12: //Update the Critic with TD(1) learning

13: LV (w) =
P

T

t=1

⇣
V (st;w))�

P
T

n=t
�nrt+n

⌘2

14: Perform a minimizing step in w on LV (w) (?)
15: //Estimate the advantage function Ât using GAE(�)
16: for t = [1, . . . , T ] do

17: With �t = rt + �V (st+1;w)� V (st;w)
18: Ât =

P
T�t

⌧=0(��)
⌧�t+⌧

19: end for

20: //Update the actor

21: L⇡(✓0) = 1
T

P
T

⌧=1

8
<

:
min

⇣
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) , 1 + ✏

⌘
Â⌧ , if Â⌧ > 0

max
⇣

⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓0)
⇡(a⌧ |s⌧ ;✓) , 1� ✏

⌘
Â⌧ , else

22: Perform a maximising step in ✓ on L⇡(✓0) (?)
23: end while

24: end for
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4.3.3 Asynchronous Learning

In some cases the environment can be distributed to many instances,
such as the case with games and other simulated environments. In this
section methods that take advantage of this is described.

In essence the idea is to distribute workers with their own instance
of the environment and let a central agent learn a collective policy
based on the experience from the workers. This strategy only works if
the distributed instances are compatible with each other. In the case of
simulated games this is always the case since they represent the exact
same environment. VNFs also have some compatibility between each
other when deployed at different customers. By using this compatibil-
ity it can be possible to learn a collective policy based on the data from
many workers interacting with their own deployment of a VNF.

The main advantage of using a asynchronous learning approach is
that the data can be gathered in parallel which means that the state-
action space can be explored more efficiently and speed up the learn-
ing.

Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic (A3C)

In [39] a way of extending the A2C algorithm to work in parallel is pro-
posed. The authors call this a Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic
(A3C) agent. The main idea is to deploy multiple A2C agents to en-
vironments in parallel so that more trajectories can be executed and
learned from. The update of the weights from each worker is then
combined and used for a central policy that is shared between the
workers. The method is illustrated in fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: An illustration of the asynchronous actor-critic architecture
(A3C) proposed in [39]. n workers interacts with a individual instance
of the environment updates the central parameters during learning.
When a worker sends an update, the central parameters are copied to
the worker and used during interactions with the environment until
the next update. Using multiple asynchronous workers can reduce the
variance of updates and speeds up training.
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Asynchronous Evolutionary Strategies

In [40] a asynchronous variant of the ES optimization technique was
proposed as a viable alternative to current reinforcement learning method-
ology. Here they use an evolutionary principle to update the policy
parameters while treating the environment and agent as a black box.
They show that learning can be done by weighting the update based
on reward from multiple, different, policies applied to the environ-
ment.

The different policies can be generated by adding noise to the global
policy parameters. This approach does not rely on back propaga-
tion. Furthermore, the data communicated between the workers could
be reduced a lot since the workers only need to report their total re-
ward (scalar value), which together with knowing the random seed
the worker used gives all the information needed for an central pa-
rameter update.

This can be compared to A3C where the gradient for every param-
eter needs to be communicated and a lot of additional computations
are needed from observations to estimate those gradients. Therefore,
many more workers can be deployed in parallell. This speed up the
training significantly as shown in the paper, where tasks that other-
wise took 10 h to learn using A3C only required 10 minutes of training
using Async ES. An overview the flow of this algorithm is shown in
fig. 4.10
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Figure 4.10: An illustration of the Evolutionary Strategy (ES) Algo-
rithm proposed in [40] where the RL problem is considered to be a
black box. Each worker get a random permutation of the central pol-
icy. By weighting every update with the reward achieved by the indi-
vidual policies, the best policies transfer a bigger proportion of their
random weights to the main policy, giving rise to updates similar to
how evolution in biology works. By storing the random seeds for each
worker, only scalars need to be sent to the update. This, together with
not using any back propagation, results in a much more efficient algo-
rithm than for example A3C. Meaning that the overhead of running
more workers is lower for ES.



Chapter 5

Method

Since real VNFs runs on multiple server blades and switches where
the scaling operation takes around 2-5 minutes to execute, it was in-
feasible to do the study on a real system. Especially since a reinforce-
ment learning agent would need to explore the environment suffi-
ciently before converging to a good solution. Small changes to algo-
rithmic structure, hyper-parameters and other design considerations
would therefore take weeks to evaluate, which is outside of the time-
scope of this thesis project.

To cope with this, a model that mimics the dynamics and objectives
of a scaling scenario of a VNF, was designed and implemented (see
section 5.1). The model is supposed to be as close as possible to the
real system with respect to hardness to master for a RL-agent, so that
the properties of such an solution can be studied.

Based on the model, six state-of-the-art DRL agents are tuned and
applied. The agents are evaluated based on both convergence rate,
final reward and the robustness/generalization of the policy. The re-
sults of this evaluation are presented in chapter 6.

5.1 Modelling of a VNF During Scaling

In this section we will model a VNF during horizontal scaling opera-
tions. The states of the environment was chosen to be generic in such
a way that it would be possible to translate the states to different in-
ternal counters within various kinds of VNFs given enough domain
knowledge.

Since the real systems are very slow with regards to scaling actions

64
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and not sample-able faster than once per minute the simulator has to
mimic this slow behaviour. Therefore, every simulated timestep in the
model represents one minute in a real VNF allowing a normal desktop
to simulate years of data in a few seconds.

5.1.1 States in the Model

The states are chosen to adhere to the discussions in chapter 2 and 3
and be measurements based on the three classes Lext,Lin,PQoS .

In total there are 7 observable values divided into loads l, errors
e and allocation u. The loads are either considered internal, Lin, or
external, Lext, and the errors are considered to be QoS problems, i.e.
PQoS .

The observable values consist of

• uvm

⌧
2 [0, 1] is the normalized VM utilization at time ⌧ ,

• ltr
⌧
2 [0, 1] is the normalized traffic load at time ⌧ ,

• lpr
⌧
2 [0, 1] is the normalized process load at time ⌧ ,

• lcpu
⌧
2 [0, 1] is average CPU load of the VMs utilized at time ⌧ ,

• lram
⌧
2 [0, 1] is average RAM load of the VMs utilized at time ⌧ ,

• ehw
⌧
2 [0, 1] is the magnitude of hardware error at time ⌧ ,

• elat
⌧
2 [0, 1] is the magnitude of latency error at time ⌧ .

To strengthen the MDP properties, in a similar way as described in
[7], the model combines the k = 5 last observed values into one state.
So that a sliding window with a delay of 5 observations is measured
every timestep by the RL agents applied to the model.

Based on this we can define the state at time t as

st =

0

BBBBBBBBB@

uvm

t
uvm

t�1 . . . uvm

t�k

ltr
t

ltr
t�1 . . . ltr

t�k

lprt lpr
t�1 . . . lpr

t�k

lcput lcpu
t�1 . . . lcpu

t�k

lram
t

lram
t�1 . . . lram

t�k

elat
t

elat
t�1 . . . elat

t�k

ehw
t

ehw
t�1 . . . ehw

t�k

1

CCCCCCCCCA

(5.1)

Therefore, with k = 5, there are 35 dimensions in a state.
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5.1.2 Actions Possible to Perform on the Model

The actions that can be executed on the model by an external entity
such as a RL-agent are given by

at 2 {1, 0,�1} 8t (5.2)

Where at = 1 represents a scale out and at = �1 a scale in.
When a scaling action is being performed (at 6= 0) the model is set

into a scaling state where the work of distributing loads is reflected in
the state-transition dynamics, described in detail in section 5.1.4. The
time in this state, nreq, is randomized between 3 and 5 timesteps with
inspiration from the real system.

In addition to changing the internal calculations, the scaling state
will block other scaling actions to be executed during the time in the
scaling state. The actions are blocked in the sense that they will not in-
fluence anything in the model. This is representative to how scaling is
executed in a real VNF where one has to wait for the current operation
to be executed before a new one can be ordered.

In a real VNF the configuration of the scaling domain can vary, i.e.
how many VMs that can be allocated by the VNF. To cope with this
the model is configurable, with respect the modelled scaling domain,
using the parameters N vm

min
and N vm

min
. Therefore, the scaling actions

will be limited/blocked to this domain. If the agent, for example, tries
to scale in when N vm = N vm

min
the action will not have any effect on the

model.

5.1.3 External Load, ltrt

A traffic generator is responsible for creating pre-defined traffic pat-
terns that can be used in the model. It is considered de-attached from
the model, a lot like how it would be in reality where users connect to
the VNF as an external load.

The traffic generator is therefore implemented as a seperated class
so that it can be re-used and configured easily.

The generated value is considered to be a normalized load (ltr
t
2

[0, 1]) and can be configured to generate patterns, e.g. a sinusoidal
traffic pattern as shown in fig. 5.1.

In a real VNF the traffic will in general consist of different traffic
mixes where the individual components of this mix influence certain
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states differently. Therefore, the load should be seen as an measure-
ment of the idealized impact of such a mix.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

timestep

ltrt

Figure 5.1: The traffic load can be generated in different pattern. Here
it is shown as a sinusoidal function.

5.1.4 State-transition dynamics

In this section we will in detail go through the internal calculations
and samplings used in the state-transitions when the discrete model
is traversed in time. Figure 5.2 gives an overview of the implemented
model and the internal dependencies, represented by arrows.

Calculation of uvm

t

The vm allocation is considered to be a normalized measurement w.r.t
the maximum and minimum number of VMs.

uvm

t
=

N vm

t
�N vm

min

N vm
max
�N vm

min

. (5.3)

Sampling of lprt

The whole model is driven by the external traffic generator with ltr
t

.
Based on the current traffic load lprt is calculated in two ways, depend-
ing on if the system is in a scaling state or not.

The reason behind this is that a scaling action in a real VNF will
generate additional load in terms of internal processes to re-distribute
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Figure 5.2: An overview of the model. Arrows represent dependencies
between the internal states. The simulation is driven by an external
load, ltr

t
, representing traffic that a real VNF would have.

data and prepare the new VM configuration. With this in mind, the
process load is calculated as

lprt =

(
ltr
t
+ U(�⌘pr, ⌘pr + ⌘scale) if scaling state

ltr
t
+ U(�⌘pr, ⌘pr) else

(5.4)

Where U(a, b) is a random variable drawn from a uniform distribu-
tion between a and b and ⌘pr, ⌘scale > 0.

In fig. 5.3 lprt is visualized together with ltr
t

during random scaling
actions.

Sampling of lcput and lram
t

CPU and RAM load should reflect the traffic load and how processes
are distributed between available VMs. To cope with this, the CPU
and RAM has initial values inspired from the real system (lcpu0 , lram0 )
and vary with the number of processes and added noise. In addi-
tion to this, to mimic re-distribution of load between VMs, load is
added/removed when scaling in/out.

The CPU and RAM load share update-rules but with different pa-
rameters. The update-rule, where i 2 {cpu, ram}, is given by eq. (5.5).
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Figure 5.3: Visualization of process load (orange) during random scal-
ing actions (red). The graph show how the process load is updated in
two different ways depending on if the system is performing a scaling
action or not.
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t � lpr
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t
� ltr
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gsc(l
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t
) =

(
li
t�m

N
vm
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Nvm
new

�
1
n
+ U(�0.1, 0.1)

�
if scaling state

li
t�1 else

(5.5)

Here gsc(lit) is the added/removed load due to re-distribution of
load between VMs when the scaling state is active, m is the number
of time steps that the system has been in scaling state since the last
scaling action at 6= 0 and nreq is the number of steps that is required
before the scaling action is performed. This generates a step, given a
scaling action, that is proportional to the change of resources.

To further mimic how CPU and RAM measurements behave in a
real system, the calculated values are saturated according to

li
t
=

8
><

>:

1 if li
t
> 1

li
min

if li
t
< li

min

li
t

else
(5.6)

A visualization of the CPU and RAM given random scaling actions
is shown in fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Visualiation of CPU (purple) and RAM (brown) varying
with the states they depend on. As we can see the values follows the
trend given by the traffic load and fluctuations in process load due to
stochastic properties. The values also change according to the number
of VMs representing re-distribution of load between the VMs.

Sampling the Errors

In essence, the agents should optimize resource utilization and at the
same time avoid negative impact of the service provided by the model.
The negative impact is a measurement that was designed to be hidden
from the observable states in the sense that they are sampled, with
some probability P , from states where there is a high risk of having
service problems in a real VNF. I.e, the problems does not depend on
the states as a nice function but is rather something that might happen
if the states are considered bad.

Based on this reasoning we can define the errors as

elat
t

=

(
klat(ltr

t
� uvm

t
) if ltr

t
> uvm

t
and U(0, 1) > (1� Pelat)

0 else
, (5.7)

ehw
t

= lprt (ecpu + eram). (5.8)

Where
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ecpu =

(
1
2 if lcput > 0.9 and U(0, 1) > (1� Pehw)

0 else
,

eram =

(
1
2 if lram

t
> 0.95 and U(0, 1) > (1� Pehw)

0 else
.

In fig. 5.5 the errors are shown together with the other states during
random scaling operations. As we can see, the errors are present when
the number of VMs allocated are low and the external load is high, a
state where we can expect QoS issues in a real VNF.
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Figure 5.5: Visualization of the errors together with the other states.

5.2 Modeling the Task

In this section we will go through the modeling of the task of au-
toscaling using RL, given the model described in the previous section.
Firstly, we need to define and design the reward.

5.2.1 Reward Signal

The reward signal will be the most important factor in order to get
the desired behaviour of the RL agents applied to the model. So what
is the desired behaviour? Well, that is up to the designer to decide, as
discussed in section 3.2. In this thesis, the reward function was de-
signed in such a way that it was high when the number of vms allo-
cated matched the relative load of the traffic. I.e., when there is a high
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load and the VM allocation is high the reward should be high, and vice
versa for low traffic loads.

In addition to this, the reward function penalizes errors that oc-
curs in the system as an way to avoid QoS degradation, which is the
second goal of autoscaling. In order to avoid an oscillative behaviour
with respect to scaling actions, a penalty is also added when a scal-
ing action is made. This penalty could also be representative to the
increased load/problems with QoS due to scaling in the real system,
as previously discussed.

Based on this the reward is defined by

rt =
�
wvm wl welat wehw wa

�
·

0

BBBB@

�uvm

t

ltr
t

�elat
t

�ehw
t

�|at|

1

CCCCA
(5.9)

Figure 5.6a-5.6c show the reward when three different hard coded
policys are being executed. The first policy is considered to be a good
policy and receives a episodic reward of -10.4. The second policy is a
random execution of actions (episodic reward = -34) and the last policy
is using minimum amount of VMs (episodic reward = -40).

5.2.2 Model Parameters

In table 5.1 the parameters used in the model is given. During the
evaluation of the trained agent these will be modified, as explained in
section 6.2, to evaluate the robustness of the agents performance with
respect to changes of the environment.

The specific parameters in the table was tuned so that the system
showed a reasonable dynamics with respect to the different scenarios
(e.g. scaling in different load situations). Furthermore, the probability
of latency problems was set to 1 to mimic a continuous measure of
latency, e.g. time it takes to take a call or send a package. This is
believed to make learning to scale optimal easier in comparison to only
having stochastic states of performance degradation.

The weights for the reward signal were carefully tuned so that a
policy that showed good behaviour was rewarded. The behaviour
considered good was defined by the author with the main traits that
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of the reward from three different (hand
crafted) policies. As we can see, the good policy has the highest re-
ward, indicating that the reward signal is designed properly for the
model

scaling up at high load levels and scaling down at low load levels is
rewarded.
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Value Description

N vm

max
8 Maximum number of VMs.

N vm

min
2 Minimum number of VMs.

⌘pr 0.05 Noise level on process load.
⌘scale 0.3 Added process noise due to scaling.
lcpu0 0.5 Initial value for CPU.
lcpu
min

0.2 Minimum value for CPU.
↵cpu 0.4 Process load change influence on CPU.
�cpu 0.5 Traffic load change influence on CPU.
⌘cpu 0.001 Noise level on CPU.
lram0 0.8 Initial value for RAM.
lram
min

0.4 Minimum value for RAM.
↵ram 0.004 Process load change influence on RAM.
�ram 0.5 Traffic load change influence on RAM.
⌘ram 0.0001 Noise level on RAM.
klat 1 Gain on latency error.
Pelat 1 Probability of latency error in bad state.
Pehw 0.2 Probability of HW error in bad state.
wvm 0.8 Weight on VM allocation for reward signal.
wl 0.8 Weight on traffic load for reward signal.
welat 1.5 Weight on latency errors for reward signal.
wehw 1.5 Weight on HW errors for reward signal.
wa 0.05 Weight of action selection on reward signal to avoid oscillative behaviours.

Table 5.1: Internal parameters used in the model

5.3 Autoscaling using DRL on Model

The agents trained on the same traffic pattern consisting of 150 timesteps
that defined one episode. The pattern was a sinusoidal function with
a period of 150 timesteps and varied between 0.25 and 0.75 in load
as shown in fig. 5.1. The sinusoidal pattern was chosen to represent
the different dynamics of the different episodes encountered during a
normal day of traffic. Therefore, if an agent can solve the task of max-
imizing the reward from a sinusoidal pattern it should also be able to
solve the other characteristics as shown in fig. 3.3.

The agents were chosen since they have fundamental difference in
their implementations as described in the previous chapter and sum-
marized in table 4.1. Based on the papers related to the applied agents
we should see that PPO and DQN/DDQN outperforms TRPO. We
should also see that PPO and TRPO together with GAE estimation
should show better results than MC estimation, especially with re-
gards to convergence rate and stability. Comparing DQN to PPO is
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however harder to do in advance since the relative performance be-
tween these agents strongly depend on the task.

5.4 Implementation Details

The agents were tuned and trained on the model using the new python
framework TensorForce [41]. TensorForce is based on Tensorflow [42]
and allows for modularization of the agents and a separation of the
control logic from the environment. This meant that the model could
be implemented as a separate component with a standardized inter-
face that could be read by all the agents. The implementation of the
agents were given as off-the-shelf components in TensorForce and needed
to be tuned by the author for the specific problem of autoscaling based
on the implemented model.

Hyper-parameters used by each agent can be seen in section 5.4-5.5.
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Parameter Value

Q-Network [200,200] ReLu
Target sync frequency 10000
Adam stepsize 2e-4
Batchsize 70
Discount 0.99
Reward normalization True
Epsilon start 1
Episilon end 0.05
Epsilon anneal steps 50000

Table 5.2: DQN and DDQN parameters

Parameter Value

Policy-Network [200,200] ReLu
↵ 4e-4
Batchsize 300
Discount 0.99
Reward normalization True

Table 5.3: TRPO parameters

Parameter Value

Policy-Network [200,200] ReLu
Adam stepsize 1e-4
Batchsize 300
Discount 0.99
Clipping ratio 0.2
Reward normalization True

Table 5.4: PPO parameters

Parameter Value

Value-Network [20,20] ReLu
Adam stepsize for Value-network 1e-5
� 0.985

Table 5.5: PPO/TRPO GAE parameters



Chapter 6

Experiments and Results

In this chapter the results of the thesis, based on the implementation
described in the previous chapter, is presented, discussed and evalu-
ated. The evaluation focuses on the agents applied on the model with
respect to convergence rate, robustness/generalization of policies and
the reward.

The evaluation is divided into two experiments that will

1. Evaluate the training phase

2. Evaluate the learned policy

6.1 Experiment 1: Gathering Statistics of Train-

ing

In this experiment the training phase of the algorithms are evaluated.
The training is done separately for each agent during 1500 episodes
where each episode consist of the 150 timesteps long sinusoidal traffic
pattern shown in fig. 5.1. Average episodic reward is collected for each
episode and the training is executed between 50 and 100 times for each
agent to gather sufficient data for a statistical analysis.

The experiment is carried out to evaluate how long each agent,
on average, need to converge. This is an important measurement for
agents that are to be implemented and deployed on real VNFs. Es-
pecially since the VNFs are slow real-time systems. Based on theory
the A2C implementation of PPO and TRPO should show both faster
convergence time and stability in comparison to vanilla PPO/TRPO.
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6.1.1 Results

Figure 6.1 show a comparison of the average reward during training
for each agent.

In fig. 6.2-6.3 the average episodic reward together with the 25/75th,
15/85th and 5/95th percentiles are shown for each agent separately.
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a: Raw values

b: Moving average on raw values

Figure 6.1: A comparison of the average reward per timestep during
training of the agents based on N 2 [50, 100] independent trainings.
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a: DQN b: DDQN

c: TRPO + MC d: TRPO + GAE

e: PPO + MC f: PPO + GAE

Figure 6.2: Average episodic reward together with the 25/75th,
15/85th and 5/95th percentiles based on N 2 [50, 100] independent
training sessions
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a: DQN b: DDQN

c: TRPO + MC d: TRPO + GAE

e: PPO + MC f: PPO + GAE

Figure 6.3: Moving average applied on the average episodic reward
together with the 25/75th, 15/85th and 5/95th percentiles based on
N 2 [50, 100] independent training sessions
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6.1.2 Interpretation of Results

Based on the average reward in fig. 6.1 we can conclude that DQN and
DDQN show very similar results and that they have the highest con-
verged reward among the agents. We can also conclude that PPO A2C
have the fastest initial increase in reward and dominates until approx-
imately 60000 timesteps. All the agents converge at approximately
100000 timesteps which represent 70 days in a real system based on
the model.

If we look closer on the statistics in fig. 6.2-fig. 6.3 we can note that
TRPO has the biggest variance with respect to reward over time. We
can also conclude that DQN and DDQN have the most stable con-
verged value with a very small variance when stable. It is also interest-
ing to see that TRPO with GAE didn’t reduce the variance compared
to TRPO with MC, as it in theory should, but we do see an increase in
the converged reward. PPO on the other hand showed quite a big im-
provement when applying it as A2C with faster convergence, higher
reward and a smaller variance.
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6.2 Experiment 2: Changing the Model Pa-

rameters

For this experiment the weights of the best DQN, DDQN, PPO and
PPO A2C agents was saved and used on environments where the traf-
fic pattern and/or the internal dynamics of the model had changed
w.r.t the training data. By changing these parameters it is possible to
evaluate how well the agents performed in new situations, i.e. a mea-
sure of the generalization properties. This is an important aspect in the
case of autoscaling since customers will have different configurations
and traffic patterns on their VNFs.

In addition to the trained agents a simple P-controller was deployed
on the environment. The P-controller was not tuned and only used the
external load (gain = 1) as feedback for action selection. Deploying the
most fundamental control algorithm can be seen as a baseline with re-
gards to the performance of the other agents.

The agents only acted optimal with respect to the policy learned
during training, i.e. evaluating each state and acting without feed-
back. Each experiment was done 300 times using different random
seeds and statistics about the experiments was saved and compared
for each agent. The statistics consisted of average reward with per-
centiles, average resource utilization, maximum resource utilization
and average latency problems for every timestep in each experiment.

6.2.1 Results

The results from the experiment are shown in fig. 6.4-6.6.

6.2.2 Interpretation of Results

In the first figure, fig. 6.4, the results from the original training pattern
is shown. The left plot compares statistics w.r.t the policy deployed by
each agent. The blue line is the external load and the other solid lines
are the respective average resource allocation by each agent. In addi-
tion to the resource utilization the average latency problems (dashed)
and the maximum vm utilization (dotted) for each timestep is shown.
The right plot shows the statistics of the rewards achieved by each
agent as boxplots. The boxplots shows the average, minimum, maxi-
mum, first and third quartile of the reward. As we can see from fig. 6.4
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Figure 6.4: Same traffic pattern and environment parameters as during
training.

Figure 6.5: In this figure the traffic load mimicking that of a customer
load, as seen in fig. 2.3, is tested. The pattern is a lot longer (5000
timesteps) than the other experiments and represent a load pattern
from three days.
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(a) Noisy (b) Inc. scale domain

(c) Dec. scale domain (d) Traffic step

(e) Error step (f) Shorter period

(g) Multiple steps (h) Inc. load

(i) Linear traffic (j) Noisy linear

(k) Inc. lat error gain (l) Inc. hw error prob

Figure 6.6: Evaluation of policy and reward during changes of the en-
vironment w.r.t the environment that the agents were trained on.
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DQN and DDQN shows the highest reward which is consistent with
the reward during training as seen in fig. 6.3.

In fig. 6.5 a pattern that mimic the data seen in customer networks,
as shown in fig. 2.3, is applied. This pattern is a lot longer than the
training pattern since it stretches over three days which in the model
represent 5000 timesteps. Based on the policy deployed by the agents
we can conclude that DQN receives the highest reward. This can be
explained by looking at the policy deployed by each agent, where we
can note that PPO is a lot more conservative regarding scale in’s during
low load. We can also note that all agents react to the sudden peak,
seen at timestep 3000, by scaling out.

Based on only looking at the boxplots in fig. 6.4-6.6 we can conclude
that DQN/DDQN has the highest reward in most of the cases. It is
however interesting to note that the simple P-controller often shows
equally high reward as DQN and in some cases performs best w.r.t
reward.

Interesting Cases from Experiment 2

In fig. 6.6a results from running the same load pattern as during train-
ing but with an increased noise (10x) is presented. As we can see, the
PPO agent(s) shows higher rewards which indicates a better robust-
ness to fast and sporadic changes in the traffic load. This conclusion
is further strengthen by the experiment with multiple steps in traffic
load shown in fig. 6.6g where PPO also shows the highest reward.

In fig. 6.6b the scaling domain for the VNF is increased in compar-
ison the the environment that the agent was trained on. This scenario
is very likely to happen in a real system since customers might re-
configure the VNF. The result of this change, as can be seen in the left
plot, is that all the agents are lagging behind. This is because the agents
are only able to perform scaling in steps of 1 which is has a smaller im-
pact on a larger system. One way to avoid this issue in a real system
could be to let the agents perform actions proportional to the current
size of the scaling domain, e.g. scaling by 20 %. This would probably
result in a more robust policy with respect to changes in the scaling
domain.

In fig. 6.6c the scaling domain is instead decreased. As we can see
the agents only has 3 available choices of resource allocation which
results in more oscillative behaviour since each scaling action has a
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larger impact than usual.
In fig. 6.6d the external load is stepped up from low to high. This

situation could resemble a scenario where a lot of users need to con-
nect to a VNF at the same time, e.g. during an emergency such as a
terrorist attack. As we can see the reward between the agents are quite
similar. One thing to note is the different policy deployed during the
step. PPO seems to overshoot the target while DQN do not. In a real
situation it is probably preferable to overshoot the target due to the
possibility of a second burst.

In fig. 6.6e a disruptive scenario in the latency problem is simu-
lated. This kind of spike can for instance occur due to hardware fail-
ure where a VM has stopped working or crashed without the agent
observing it. The results are interesting since the agents perform a
scaling action when this happens even though the maximum reward
is achieved by the P-controller that does not scale. In a real situation
a scaling action is preferred, but the reward indicate that this would
not be learned if it was experienced by an agent during learning. This
demonstrates the difficulties in designing a reward that is represen-
tative to the desired behaviour w.r.t all possible situations. It is also
interesting to note that PPO seems to put more weight on latency er-
rors in the scaling actions compared to DQN.

In fig. 6.6k the simulation is done with 4 times more gain (klat) on
latency problems. As we can see the average result is lower, due to the
impact of the latency problems in the reward function. The relative
performance of the four agents are however quite similar to the base
configuration. This indicates that the agents are robust when it comes
to changes in how much latency problems occurs due to resource allo-
cation in relation to external load (which is what the latency problems
are sampled from).

In fig. 6.6l the probability of HW error has been increased. As we
can see the policy deployed by the agents seems to be very similar to
the one on the training pattern. The biggest difference is the extreme
points of the average reward which can be explained by more errors
added to the reward signal due to chance. This indicates that HW
error was not a factor heavily considered in the policy learned by the
agents, even if it is present in the reward signal. One explanation to
this can be that these are sampled with stochasticity and depend solely
on CPU and RAM, which in turn depends on the action. This relation
can therefore be harder to learn, than for example the latency error,
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based on the limited amount of data presented to the agents.



Chapter 7

Discussion

In order to motivate this problem to be solved by a complex method
such as DRL we need to make sure that the end-cost of development
and maintenance is motivated by performance gains and the price
at which the developed system can be sold for. The discussion will
mainly focus on limitations since this is a big source of uncertainty
with respect to development cost. If these systems don’t perform as
well as thought the cost of development will exceed the benefit of sell-
ing such an system in comparison to developing a solution using eas-
ier methods.

7.1 Limitations

This section will mainly discuss the limitations that comes with de-
ploying DRL to VNF due to the fact that:

• VNF deployments at customers are different with respect to con-
figurations which causes uncertainty

• Traffic patterns differs between customers

• VNFs are not independent of each other. Agents for them will
need to work in a multiagent context, increasing the uncertainty.

• Bad performance while learning

• Risk of divergence
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• It is hard to validate the behaviour of the agent given only a re-
ward signal. Validation must be done by training and analyzing
the policy, a tedious task given the slow system.

7.1.1 Uncertainty Due to Different Configurations and

Load Patterns

One big issue is the fact that VNFs are not completely generic. Net-
works consists of multiple VNFs chained together and therefore, based
on the customer, configured differently. They also run on different
hardware which may or may not influence the behaviour of the VNF.
In theory it shouldn’t matter since they are virtualized, but the uncer-
tainty that it could is still present. So an agent developed in-house
and deployed in customer networks need to be able to handle these
uncertainties.

Another factor to account for is the varying traffic patterns that
customers might have in their network. In other words, how their
subscribers are using devices connected to the network. So an agent
developed for a single VNF need to have a performance that can gen-
eralize to many different configurations and traffic patterns.

Today, development and verification is done on VNFs running on
testbeds within the manufacturers premises. This is effective in order
to test software quality and that the VNF is doing what it needs to
do. But I see limitations when it comes to verifying non-linear mod-
els such as DRL in such a setting. Mainly because the traffic loads are
hand-crafted and that only a subportion of all VNF configurations can
be tested. Since non-linear models lack mathematical proofs of conver-
gence it requires one to test them thoroughly. So in the end, an agent
structure that is tuned and validated on a testbed can’t easily be trans-
ferred to customer networks without the risk of bad performance or
even divergence.

Another big issue is that there is around 20 different VNFs that will
need an autoscaling solution, preferable with a standardized/generic
methodology that is easily transferred. So the procedure of making
sure an agent for a specific VNF is robust and actually performs as it
should has to be repeated multiple times. In addition to this, due to the
chaining of VNFs, agents controlling VNFs in a network will co-exist
and be dependent on each other. This multiagent dependency will
further increase the complexity and uncertainty of the overall perfor-
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mance once deployed on different configurations and traffic patterns.
The last uncertainty to address is the fact that VNFs from different

providers often work closely together in a customer network. Cus-
tomers buy different VNFs from different vendors, such as Ericsson
and Huawei, and let them co-exist in the same network. This works
when data is shared between the VNFs, since they can leverage stan-
dardized interfaces, but will result in an additional dimension with
respect to configurations of VNFs.

So in order to have DRL-agents out at customer premises perform-
ing tasks such as autoscaling, developers must be certain that they are
robust enough to take care of these variations. Which will be hard
given the long validation process required by DRL.

Worst case scenario in the deployments of DRL agents is diver-
gence. This is a state where the learning and behaviour of an agent
is out of control. Convergence proof exists for many RL algorithms,
but they are not present when it comes to newer techniques that uses
deep learning. The risk of catastrophic results are therefore present
when deploying such algorithms.

7.1.2 Suboptimal Performance due to Exploring

Another important drawback to consider is the performance during
learning would be sub-optimal and in some case counter productive
in the sense of actually keeping QoS high. This means that as the agent
tries to learn a customers network it will make mistakes. This is a
fundamental property of training RL agents since they need to learn
from their mistakes (i.e. explore) which may not be acceptable for a
customer and its subscribers.

This could possible be attenuated by having a human in the loop
that has the responsibility to accept or reject the agents actions.

7.1.3 Validating Reward Function and Design Consid-

erations

This section will end with, in my mind, the biggest problem with ap-
plying DRL to VNFs, the reward function and other design considerations.

As mentioned in section 3.2 designers of a RL agent need to take
many things into consideration. Ranging from state selection to the
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reward function. This can be a tedious task since the end goal of the
agent is to maximize the reward, not to solve the task.

It is therefore up to the designer to implement the agent so that
these goals are the same. A design process that can’t be validated with-
out trying different configuration and agents which will be tedious on
a real system given how slow they are.

7.1.4 Model and the Agents Applied to It

The model was designed to be an ideal case of the scaling problem,
mimicking state transitions similar to that in a real VNF. It is ideal in
the sense that everything is normalized and that there are few depen-
dencies between the external load and internal parameters.

Another important fact to keep in mind is that a real VNF doesn’t
have a scalar (i.e. a single value) determining the load. The traffic
going through a VNF often consists of a mix of different traffic types,
all influencing different counters to a certain degree. The simulation
tries to capture this in a single value, an approach which must be seen
as an extreme ideal case.

So what conclusions can we then draw from the simulation with respect
to the real setting system?

In my mind, the results from this study is representative with re-
spect to hardness to master by a DRL, given that everything is perfect
in the sense that

• every state (performance counters) chosen from the real setting
is the best one describing the task,

• the reward function is perfectly tuned,

• the sampling rate is at its highest (60 sec).

These are extreme assumptions to make, but let’s imagine that we
do them.

Results on Model

Even if the assumptions are made, the results from the model is not
promising. As we could see from the results from training, the agents
needed around 100000 samples until convergence. If we transfer that
to the real system with the extreme assumptions the agent would, on
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average, require 70 days of constant training and exploration on a real
system.

The validation process would therefore be extremely tedious. Imag-
ine if an agent trained and showed good results after 50 days, such as
the best cases for TRPO+GAE in fig. 6.2f. This could give the impres-
sion that it is a good agent to deploy to customers and other systems
that are critical. But as fig. 6.2f show, the variance of such an agent
could be very large, and with the same probability as the observed
results perform actions that are not better than random after 50 days.

In addition to the long training phase there was hardly any signifi-
cant difference between the final policy in comparison to a simple con-
trol theory approach. If a more sophisticated control algorithm, such
as PI, PD, PID or MPC, was implemented the results would probably
have been better than the DRL-agents, without the need of a training
phase.

The main argument here is that we do have a lot of domain knowl-
edge that we can leverage when designing a controller, for instance
we know that a scale out should be performed during high load. De-
signing a controller for this would require some tuning when it comes
to control parameters, but I argue that it is equally hard as tuning the
reward signal in a reinforcement learning approach.

The main difference between the two approaches is that the bottle-
neck of training the agents for validation would be removed by using
control algorithms. Which results in faster development cycles where
the developers don’t have to wait for the agents to converge after each
iteration in the tuning process. This process of solving the task with
control theory, in comparison to DRL methods, is compared in fig. 7.1.
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Formulate task
e.g. horizontal autoscaling in VNFs

States Reward Agent Training

Stable

Policy

Validate: task solved?

RL
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agent design,
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States Reward Agent Training

Stable

Policy

Validate: task solved? Design loop

No

No

States
Method

e.g. MPC, PI
Set parameters
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States
Method
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method,
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Figure 7.1: A comparison of the design considerations and implemen-
tation needed between RL and classical control theory
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7.2 Ethics

In this section some ethical perspectives of the thesis is presented and
discussed. There is a number of ethical considerations to think of when
applying a system using reinforcement learning to autoscale VNFs.

The first is the fact that employers might be replaced by these soft-
ware agents, something that would influence the individuals working.

There is also a risk of putting the state of an important system
for society in the hands of algorithms that don’t have convergence
proofs. Since DRL works by making decisions from a black box model
it would be hard to reproduce failures and therefore deduce why the
failure happened.

This can be a big problem in the case of failures that lead to legal
responsibilities since the company using DRL won’t be able to show
why the fault happened and who’s fault it was. In the case of VNFs
where operators use functions sold by the manufacturer this can be es-
pecially problematic since someone (the manufacturer or the operator)
needs to take responsibility of the function.

Another fact that can be problematic with an autonomous system is
the risk of hacking. If the power of the autonomous system is wrong-
fully acquired by someone, that power can be used to influence the
telecommunication network in potentially bad ways. With effects on
both society and individuals.
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Conclusion

The main conclusion from this thesis is that DRL requires a lot of time,
due to the low sampling rate, before learning the autoscaling task. The
results also shows that a simpler method based on control theory per-
form equally good, without the need of training. Furthermore, the
huge number of possible configurations, load patterns and chaining
of VNFs results in a tedious validation process, especially when using
DRL with the bottleneck of training the policies.

Based on this the author can not recommend DRL for these types
of tasks unless a deeper study of the system dynamics are carried out
and a better way of collecting data is developed. However, the results
on the model do show that off-policy methods such as DQN give com-
parable results with respect to on-policy methods such as PPO. Given
that off-policy methods can be re-used to a bigger extent between dif-
ferent configurations of VNFs, they are prefered over on-policy meth-
ods and Ericsson should look closer into these.

But as discussed, if autoscaling is to be deployed in the near future,
the author instead recommend Ericsson to look deeper into control
theory or methods that combines classical machine learning for pre-
dictive properties together with control theory, e.g. non-linear Model
Predictive Control.

8.1 Future Work on Model

One can further extend the research in this thesis by considering the
multiagent perspective discussed in the previous chapter.

The strength with having a model that can be configured in so
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many different ways is that multiple models could be started simul-
taneous and scaled individually with different agents.

This setup could efficiently mimic the chaining of VNFs and allow
the user to examine the properties of applying multiple agents to a
group of VNFs. As it would be for customer networks where there are
many different VNFs chained and dependent on each other.

This is important to consider if Ericsson plan on deploying DRL
agents to live networks operated by their customers.
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